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PARK,

Licensed Auctioneer,
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"BPEKD TUX PLOW."

Terms Moderate.
Comeuoa lcnce on practical agricultural topic
la aouclteU.
Addreee all communications in
tended for thla department to IIkmsy D.
Hav.homd, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dcm
ocr&t, Paris. Me.
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Surgeon Dentist,
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SOUTH PARIS,
All my beet work warranted.

Breeders' Associations.
The idea of co-operative effort in the
JONES,
breeding of pure blood and high grade
dairy animals has been discussed and
advocated for years by prominent agricultural workers, and during the past
MAINE.
NORWAY,
few years, under several different work4.
lî—1
to
Hoar»—9
to
Ofltae
ing plans, it ha* been put to practical
tests in oue or two of our western states.
r. SMITH,
The results coming from this work thus
far done have been so satisfactory and
Attorney at Law,
apparently possesses such far reaching
MAINE.
NORWAY,
possibilities, that the department of
Collections a Specialty agriculture believes the work should be
Horne Block.
eucouraged id Maine. The whole scope
of co-operative action along this line has
A PARK.
been personally investigated by the
Attorneys at Law,
dairy instructor and special effort will
be made to introduce it into Maine durMAINE.
BETHEL,
ing the present year.
Eilery C· Park
Addlaon Κ. Herrtck.
A Co-operative Breeders1 Association
is organized for the purpose of pro metWUKELER,
ing the breeding and improvement of
high trade aud purebred dairy cattle;
at
Counsellors
and
Law,
of
establishing aud maintaining cordial
Attorneys
relations between its members and by
SOUTH PARIS. MA1NK.
co-operation to improve the general
Alton C. Wheeler.
•lames S. Wright.
dairy iuterests of that particular community or county. The co-operative
&
feature of the association is extended to
J. H.
the purchasing, advertising and selling
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
ol dairy animals, also the using of pure
35 High Street. South Parle, Maine.
bred sires
Telephone 111-13.
Each association usually, and I believe
should always devote its energy to proto
order.
and
Plan·
made
Map·
moting some one particular breed of
Map· of the tlmberlamle anil pocket maps of
iairy animals and thus make the county
each county for sale.
jr town in which the association islocat(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
«I a center for the distribution of that
particular breed. The members would
jndoubtedly be drawn closer together
md would more readily co-operate in
*very possible way, in which the advanMe.
Main
St.,
Norway,
14
;age of the membership as a whole appeared to lead, if the association was
working for the promotion of one breed.
There are at the present time about
wenty of these associatious in the state
>f Wisconsin and so far, they have been
county organizations. In Michigan four
< iave been organized and more to follow
rery soon.
The writer can see no reaeoD why this
Ml Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead vork when once begun should not be
for other
extended to associatious
and Iron.
>reeds of cattle besides the so called
lairy breeds, also to sheep and hogs and
Ttliphoa* 134-11.
lorses, and such is the purpose of the
lepartment of agriculture when associaion work shall have been once estabJ. WALDO
ished.
To the writer it appears that the obects of a Co operative Breeders' Association could well be stated as:
To create a demand for and open
Tempi· Street, rear Masonic Block,
channels for the sale of surplus stock.
NORWAY.
To make possible the interchange of
Telephone Gonneotion.
•reeding animals for which the owner
ias no further me.
HOILISTER'3
To secure pledgee from members and
ithers to use pure bred sires only.
ν
as
Β
A Bujt Siedioine for
People.
benefit the members
To mutually
3.-:2gs GcI-L-a Health and Ksnewed Vigor.
uentally, socially and financially.
A ••"•iilv ! r examination, indigestion. Live
To co-operate so far as possible with
a: ! K: In··
Trouble-, Pimples. Ec/emn. Impure
ellow roenbers, in the buying and sellί
Βλ 1 Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
: L.uk 'h.?. It's R >cky Mountain Tea in tab·
ng of animals.
form, :·- e»c:* u box. Genuine made by
Already the breeders of Iloleteins in
Β LT^rtp. Dir·» Com pas Y, Malison, Wis.
wo sections of the state are interested
Û0LDES MGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE : η the move and
steps will be taken at
»nce to more fully discuss the proposiion with them and to present plans for
the work of which
in organization in
he department will gladly co-operate,
η order to facilitate this work it is
loped that the owners of pure bred
egistered stock in the state and all
ithers interested in the improvement of
heir dairy herd or other stock will
vrite the department of agriculture at
Vugusta giving their full address and
; itating the breed and number of aniIn return they will be
I nals they own.
lent information concerning the proposed association work, together with a
:opy of the by laws under which most
if the associations in other states are

l>

Co-operative

R. H. P.

IJKKKICK

^yHItiHTA

STUART

CO.,

Leavitt Co.,

VVm. C.

Stoves,,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist

Rocky fountain Tea Nuggets

Unjust Representation.
It is truly a homely piotnre that Dr.
Twitchell reproduces in hi· letter of
recent date, voicing the opinion of a
"man of business," as representative of
the conditions prevailing on Maine farms

Cord Wood,

!

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

;

Stove Wood and

A. W. Walker &

;

Son's,:

South Paris, Maine.

Eastern Steamship

<

Company.:

Portland Division.
STATEROOMS fl.OO.

"Governor Dingley" or
Franklin
Fuller" leave
Wharf, Portland, week days only at
Boston.
for
7 P. m.,
Steamships
"Ransom B.

lloturiilric
Union Wharf, Boston,
only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

days

Through tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

Freight

week

principal

low as other lines.

rates as

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Hot Oyster Stew
Served

at all hours.

WENTVVORTH HOUSE,
South Paris.

4*f

AR»;e CATARRH

Elf's Cream Balm
ι* quickly »£>«orbed.
«■»#» Relief at One·.

C0U>1

ûM

^

Ill

un

four
un

the

or
as

business mont economically,
five cows on a farm cannot be

economically

as

a

larger herd,

ffhich is very evident. It takes very
ittle more time to feed a herd of teu
jr twelve cows than it does a herd of
I am awarg that many
our or five.
if it
) »e»ple would keep more cows
vasn't for the extra labor, but in my
udgment the average farmer ought to
] teep cow8 enough so that he can keep a
Then it would not be
nau to help bitu.
:outining for himself and he wuuld make
noney enough out of the extra number
>f cows which be could keep so that he
rould not be confined so much to the
lairy work, and c >uld give more time to
eading and studying, and in the long
> un
would make more money than
vhere he attempts to cut down his dairy
I ierd so that he can do all the work himlelf and not have to work too hard,
t's a good investment to have cows
•nougli so that one can feed up all of
he roughage that he has on the farm
ind not have any hay to sell. Feed it
til out on the farm, and it's a good investment too, in addition to the grain
vhich he raises on the farm, thus manu·
acturintc more manure, which, when apdied, improves the land. In doing this
he farmer has two chances of making
when he
noney. He makes something
is?h this feed, because when he manuactures this feed into milk he make* a
>rofit on the feed, and then by applying
he manure to hi· lands be increases the
ertility of his land so that he grows
a
letter crops; consequently be is in
to realize from two invest-

J

position

nents.
When one has a good herd of oows on
farm, from 10 to 20 or more, he takes
nore pains with them because he bas a
arger investment and be looks after
:hat investment in a more business-like
or
ivay than where he has only two
hree or four oows. With a small numier of cows the money received from
;hem is all used up for the ordinary exand the farmer
penses of the family
ioesn't appreciate it. If he has a good
business herd of cows there is money
enough received from them so that it
will be noticeable and can be used in
the business, and much more interest is
taken in dairying. I would not try to
man should keep
convey the idea that a
without regard to their
more cows
quality. I believe the first thing that
should be done is to try and improve the
quality of the cows. It is certainly
a poor cow, but
poor business to keep
we
we can not only keep good cows, bat
if we get
can keep more of them, and
larger incomes from our farms we are
consequently better satisfied with farming and with dairying. A small investment iu anything is liable to be neglected, while a good snug investment in any
proposition will be carefnlly looked
after and with corresponding results.—
Colon C. Lillie in Michigan Parmer.

DoiNrTLooK

FOR BARGAINS
troubled with your eye·».
Have your eyes examined by

DB.

instructor will respond to
alls for lectures upon this subject and
till give such assistance as may be in
jis power toward orgau'zing and makng the work of the association successul.
LEox S. MKRKii.L, uairy instructor.

BjpMiJI j

It cleanses, soothes, Ci,
heal* and protects
the diseased mem.
brane resulting from
ut*.
Catarrh and drives
a
Cold in the
away
Head quickly. K^||AV CCMCD
•tores the Sendee of HMT · LvLll
Taste and SmelL Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 5G Warren Street, New York.

When you

vorkiug.
The dairy

Enlarging the Dairy Herd.
The average m;in who keeps cows
loes out keep a lar^e enough herd to

FIRST CLASS K.IUE Sl.OO.

Leave

are

PABiHENTEB,

Specialist
Come Here.
Consult ."le.

Norway·

Mo.

KILLth. COUCH

conditions

so

Be Sure You're

Creamery.

Associated creamery work, or the butfactory is uecessarily based on conI Idence between those who undertake to
rork together. Δη extensive
dairy
I •usinées in our state canuot be carried
< m other than through associated work,
j η order for dairymen to work together
initedly, successfully and harmoniously
t bey must have confidence in each other
>nd in the operators. Under present
aethods of associated creamery work
ι here is necessarily much of tbe work on
< vliich the
income is realized that is of
tecessity bidden from the observation of
I hose furnishing the cream and coucernid in tbe final returns. There is, in
I aot, no way to readily show to a patron
I bat he with his associates is being honistly dealt with.
In the associated dairy buainess, thereI ore, it is of the utmost importance that
nen of strict integrity be selected to
I îandle the business and carry out the
vork. In no other way can a business
>rganized in such a manner be a conι tinued success.
Confidence in the reliability of the
ι nanagement must be beld or sooner or
I ater patrons will begin to drop off, and
he business finally go to pieces. This
1 ias been the fate of many effort· at aslociatvd
Fortunately the
dairying.
;i eameries in this state are now, in tbe
Bain and perhaps without a single ex·
seption, proving themselves worthy of
;he general confidence held in their man·
igement by their many patrons.—Maine
Parmer.

The way to arrest the waste and

fertility

re·

by better farming.
important of all things

is
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Dr. King's
New Discovery
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years ago, but most people
goods
[CtJtfTINCKD.]
have forgotteu that, uow he's worth
Τ heu Mrs. E33 Kay c::;i!aincd that 1 his million*, anil he's got the most
was interested ia her apartment begorgeous place, quite like one of your
ing up ύυ higa and thougut her pluck; old castles. The worst of it Is hie
to live la it bciora lUo houjo v.a3 tiu· mother lives with theui, and when she
isbed.
This amv.seJ ilr3. Tableur was showing the bride—Cora—over the
very much.
house (which was decorated pretty
"We are Just thankful to be la Jt,"
weirdly for the lirst wife), the old
Bhc said. "1 was tired oat with house·
lady kept explaining: 'This Is the
keeping, the servant question i9 too Louise Seize room; this is the Queen
awful."
Anne room.' Cora just looked at the
"I see you've a trained nursemaid
things and said. 'What makes you
for ltoseniary," said ûrs. Lï3 Kay. think so?'
But
Sm.-i.t. wasn't it?
"We uiet them going out."
Cora's changed everything inside the
"isu't Koseinary a pet?" ΜΓ3. Taylcur house uow. She loves change.
She's
asked tae as if she were speaking oi even changed lier birthday, so as to
so.-nebLdy else's little girl.
have it in leap year; and as for her
"Sweet." I said. "I!as she bc:>2 ill:" mind, she changes it entirely at least
Do you think ohe looks deli- six times a day; says that's why wo"No.
cate Ϊ"
men have ulcer minds than men; they
"it was the hospital curse"— I be- change them oftener.
But I've gosKan. but Mrs. Taylour laughed.
siped enough about a person you don't
"Uh. 1 suppose that would ctrlie ycu know. Lady Betty. Let's talk about
But we often have them
as tu:iny.
England. 1 run over to Paris for a
We poor New York month or two most years, but I've
for our children
all
women have so much to do socially
only been twice to England. I did
we have to be relieved of uli feel;::;: the
sights, though; didn't miss anyof responsibility If we don't want to
I gave four days to London
thing.
come dowu with nervous prostration. alone.
Candidly, I don't think your
for
I shall hang on to this same nurse
women dress nearly as well as we do,
years if she'll stay; she's so good and or hold themselves as well, but perWhen ltosemary
only $10 a week.
haps you're more feminine looking,
1 don't mean
grows up and comes out she will be taking you all In all.
her maid, you know, Lady Betty. Do
anything perfon.nl of course. But 1
you ever have trained nursemaids iu do think your men are lovely. I met
England?"
a
perfectly charming member of par"No," 1 said. "Fancy!"
liament. and he iuvited me to tea ou
"Oh. It's a splendid thing for a girl the terrace.
Such strawberries and
—nothing like it. You see. the woman ι-ream! But I'm ufrald 1 hurt his feellooks after her like a maid aud a nurse
1 said I couldn't help thinkiug
man

ings.

most Insulting
name, and if we called our senate anything like that we couldn't get aD
American man who respected himself
But English people are
to go iuto it.
so queer.
They don't eeem to mind
admitting that there Is a class above

'house of commons'

a

theirs."

"Betty doesn't need to know anything about that." said Mrs. Ess Kay.
"She is ou the

highest pinnacle."

"Oh, dear, no," said I.
the royalties."

"There

are

"Don't you think you are just as
good?" asked Mrs. Taylour.
"I never thought- about it in that
way," I ahswered stupidly. For, of

I hadn't.
"Surely you don't bob to them?"
"Indeed Ave do," I protested.
"Well, then; I wouldn't," said Mrs.
Taylour firmly. "I'd have my head
cut off first, especially before I'd curt-

Right.

t er

(tore

Anyway, they

course,

In riding along the road we often see
he notice, "Automobiles 60 Slow." It
rould seem like a curious idea to put
ip notices, "Farmers Go Slow," farmers
ieiag supported to be the most conservaive of people, but occasionally they
eem to be afraid of not keeping up with
he procession and so run ahead a little
00 fast.
For instance, within a few years, num>ers of farmers have invested in hand
ream separators; some who had only a
ery small herd, and many who were aleady fitted up in good shape for deep
etting,— all must have a separator at
>nce, or be left behind. Agents assured
hem that they would save cream
nough in one year to pay for a hundred
lollar separator. But all action has its
eaction, and to-day many a good bar;ain in second-hand separators could be
ticked up among those having very
mall herds.
A cream separator is a groat invention,
« nd has its legitimate use, but it doesn't
ollow that every man who keeps only a
! ew
needs one. This is a good
cows
I >lace to be sure you're right before goI ng ahead.
There s a saving, doc always tuougui
if.
When a can springs a leak, five
ente will mend it; when worn out, a
lollar or so will replace it; but separator
epairs are very high. The agent will
ell you that it will last a lifetime.
Juite likely it will, but some parts will
rear out, aurl many a farmer who is not
accustomed to tbo care and use of nicely
adjusted and high speeded machinery,
rill continue to run it when it is a little
iut of balance or a spring has lost its
ension, aud wear out some part rapidly
rhen an expert could have prevented it.
Jut it costs a deal to have an expert
xamine the machine often, and so as
ong as the thing will skiin fairly well,
t is kept going.
They say, too, that a child can turn
he separator, and it doos go easy for a
ainute, but at the end of five minutes
me must have a strong heart and lungs
It is more work to cleau
ο keep on.
he simplest of them, than several cans,
E.
Somerset
k.
County, in Maine
P.,
l'armer.
Confidence in the

1906.

Rccllniwj

in

a

green <imi white tea gown.

both; makes sure her bath's the right
temperature, takes care of ber ii ebe
gets the grip, sits up uud give· bei
beef tea or chocolate after balls, mus1 used
sages ber aud tbiugs like that.
to have one myself, but a woman aftei

she's married is different from a bud.
She must have a French woman foi
her hair if she respects herself."
1 said meekly that 1 supposed so,
and then Mrs. Taylour left me to myself for a few minutes, while she talk-

ed to Mrs. Ess Kay. They compared
uotes about appeudlcltis, which they
called the fashionable complaint, and
Mrs. Taylour suddenly exclaimed:
"Oh. my dear, 1 have bad just the
einartest idea. As soon as Dr. Pearsou will let me go to Blue Bay 1 tell
you 1 mean to wake them up there.
What I'll do Is to have an appendicitis
lunch. It'll be rather conducive, won't
It?"
"You are tbe most original thing!"
"How are
exclaimed Mrs. Ess Kay.
you golug to manage?"
"Oh, nobody shall be invited except
those who have had it, and tbe great
feature will be tbe decorations, operating instruments, you kuow, and hospital nurses, and—oh, 1 don't Itnow
what all yet, but I'm thinking It out
It was Cora Pltchley's cat lunch that
put It in my head." She turned to
me.
"Only women are asked or a cat
Is it bo
lunch couldn't be worked.

with you, too?"
"I'm afraid our women would think
It a bore if there were uo men," I answered.
"Anyway, there always are
Do
I'm not out yet.
some. 1 believe.
tell about the cat lunch."
"Oh, it was only a pretty smart trick
She
of my friend. Mrs. Pitchley.
was a rich young widow from the
west with millions aud very pretty and
lively, so some of the old cats suubbed
her and tried to keep her out of New

York society when I was Introducing
But she got ber foot in
her arouud.
at last, so tight they couldu't help
themselves, for tbe Van Tortens took
her up ami she was made. So what
did she do but give h big lunch, Inviting all the women who bad been the
meanest to her, and not another soul.
The whole table decoration consisted
of cats, vases made of cats, flower arrangements shaped like cats, and a
little gold cat with emerald eyes for
each womau to take away with her.
so she wouldn't forget the lunch la a
hurry. And would you believe It, not
one of them saw the joke until Smart
Sayings got hold of it aud published
un account of the function next week."
"What «lid the women do?" 1 asked.
"Nothing but feel cattior than before
She's richer than ever now. for
she's married a man worth twenty
millions, aud tbe first thing he did was
to give orders to Celeste, hor dressmaker. to turn out two new dresses for
bis wife every week of the year without fail, not one of them to cost less
It was such a strain ou
than $230.
Celeste. thtyikiLg of new ideas, that
.vbe had to give it up after the first
broko her
year, though it nearly
heart"

•Ί fiheild have thought It would be
strain having the dresses to wear,"
said I.
"Fancy getting passionately
attached to one froei, but never being
or
able to wear it more than once
twice on account of your duty to the
a

ones always coming toward you
In a long, relentless procession, down
the years. I should hate it."
"I wouldn't," suid Mrs. Taylour. "1
1
can t have too mauy new things, and
furnialways change each scrap of
ture and decoration in my own rooms
won't
every year so that Mr. Taylour
such a nervget tired of them. He's
But you'll meet Cora Pitchous man.
Her house la there.
lev at
new

Newport.

woman.
She's
type of an American
Her secJust as bright as she can be
ond husband was a wholesale dry
a

sey to a man."
Quite a color fiew into her face as
she asserted her Independence, and
Mrs. Ess Kay must have seen that
the invalid was getting excited, for

she rose quickly to go.
"Come. Betty," said she, and I came.
The lift plunged us down through
the inner workings of the skeleton. I
had the sensation that It was dropping away from under my feet and
[hat as I dangled ubove It, like a wabl)ly little balloon, my head had been
left beSInd romewhere near the top.
But I didn't leave my heart liehind in
Mrs. Tovlour's fiat.

O^Vter S"l
IWAS

anxious to travel in
American train, so
Mrs. Ess Kay said we
might go by rail to
k'ewport instead of by
an

boat as she had intended.

1 know It was very wrong in principle. but when we got to the (Jrand
l'entrai station (or depot, as perhaps I
ought to call It) I did wish that slavery
existed again so that I could have

or three of those delightful cafe au lait colored iwrters in gray
livery and red caps. There were several I would have given anything to
have to take home with me and make
pets of, but I suppose even If they
had been for sale they would have
come too expensive, and I should have
had to give them up, for their eyes
alone, to say nothing of their pleasant
white grins, would have been worth

bought two

pounds and pounds.
As for their voices, they were the
sweetest I'd heard in America—soft
and a little throaty, with a peculiar
quality, quite different from the voice
!>f a person who hasn't been dipped in

With their vivid red
ι-afe au lait.
?aps, their brilliant eyes and their
lightning flash smiles they looked to
me more like great, wonderful tropical
birds than human beings, and they
seemed so honey luscious In their good
nature that i'm sure all the things that
serious and learned people say in England about the "dangers of the increasing colored population in AmerSerious and
ica" must be nonsense.
■.earned people do make such mistakes
through uever seeing the fun in anything, and every few years they find

out that they have been quite wrong
In what they have taught with so
much trouble, about comets and microbes and men and other progressive

things.

We had a number of these tropical
birds tnat have been tamed to aerv·
the railway, to help us with our bag·
and things getting into the train, al-

though there were Louise and α couple of Mrs. Ess Kay's footmen as welL
1 looked at tueir brown hands, and
they were quite pink inside, as pink
i don't kuow why this gave
us mine,
l'erhaps one
me a shock, but it did.

had the feeling that the nice creatures
were ouly painted to play their parts
or thut their white souls—Just like
ours-were striking through their skins.
It was a beautiful train. Even the

was diu'erent from our kind,
much fiercer and reared its head highto a
er, like α wild etag compared
Our carriage
stout but reliable ox.
had no compartments In It, but was
Just oue long, wide, moving corridor,
all plate glass windows and mirrors
und painted panels and velvet arm
chairs dotted ubout rather like a hotel
drawing room on wheels.
There were a good many people In It
when we got In, which annoyed Mrs.
Ess Kay so much «that she wished
she had borrowed a private car from
a friend who would have loved lending
it But i was glad she hadn't, for the
people were part of the fun. Mrs.

engine

Ess

Kay

waa

sure

they

thinking

were

were

the

name

mostly

"Talklug of eating, if· luuchtime,
"There'll be « big me
said Potter.
thing uagerle teedlng In the dining cur. but
tbere's no good waitiug for It to ûnis

wouieu

then there'll be uo food left
So we took Ills suggestion, and there
was a crowd, but he had secured a table for four, aud we sneezed ourselves
sight of u dowdy woman since I came. into the places.
None of their flocks hitch up in front
1 have traveled abroad with mother
and dip down behind, us you see peo- uud Vic, where there were Americans In
ple's doing if you are taken to a shop the dining car, and they have been
In Oxford street or even sometimes in ι cross because they didn't get served
Bond street, uud their belts always ciulckly, and they have said things.
poiut beautifully down at the waist, But In this car going to Newport**»
ulthough it isn't the season in New forgot what you had had last before
ïork.
the next* course came, yet n0***y
The truin was a fast one and sim- seemed 10 .«tot Tbey were a.. patfcM
ply burled itself and us through space, as luiiibe aud simply took
as if we had got onto the tall of a
niven them when they could get It, alcomet by mistake, but it hardly wagthey looked as if they were
gled at ail, so that we could have used to everything very nice at home.
studied the scenery nicely If we bad
I suppose It must buve been because
been able to see it behind the adverthey were all Americans together, eattisements.
ing American things, with America
Passing the outskirts of New ïork, waiters to wait upon tbem and no forIt seemed as if every villa, eveu the
eigners who ought to know they
quite smart ones, did their own wash- wouldn't stand that sort of nonsense,
The gardens—which Sally told· hnneed if
ing.
they would.
me to call buck yards—were Just ae
Some of Mrs. Ess Kay's servants
full of clean clothes as the meadows had
gone on before us, and some were
were of advertisement hoardings, and
m oor train. Exactly bow It was maoI rather wondered why some enterpris- need 1 don't know; but things that
ing agents didn't go around aud offer would worry us Into gray haired grave
the people big prices for puinting ad
don't seem to bother Americans at all,
vertisements on their petticoats and and there was the motor halting when
shirts.
we arrived at the end of our
We tore through such charming with a
private motor omnibus for the
places with fascinating bouses built servants and luggage.
of wood, among parks of feathery
Sometimes It Is rather a prettyelgh
green trees, that 1 was sure Newport at the station where you have to get
couid be no prettier, but Mrs. Ess Kay out for Battlemead or for the vlllag
spoiled the most picturesque one foi when one of the best trains from town
me by saying that it was practically
comes in. especially if mother or any
settled by retired butchers and tailors
one nt other big places in tbe neighbo
According to Mrs. Ess Kay aud her hood should be having a houM partjv
brother ull you have to do to bp sure
There are several rather good \lctorlas
™
of l>eing rich in America is to decide
nice Ι.* borS™. a b aud»»*
to be either a tailor or u butcher, su
brougham or two, a motor car or two.
it seems quite simple, aud I'm surto say nothing of dogcarts and pbae
prised thut everybody doesn't y}o It. tons. But It is a poor
compared
Only if you do, it appeurs there is no to the scene at Newport I felt sud
use lu your going to Newport until
denly as if I were at the theater and
you've lived it down, which, of course, the curtain had Just gone up on a bril
must be u drawback.
Just as 1 had gut rather giddy from
wm a crowd of gorgeous car
looking out of the window, a boy (ex- rfages. and Jet black varnish, gold an<
actly like the boys in melodrama who Kilver harness and horses brown and
begin by selling papers and eud by chestnut backs all glittered bllndtngl}
e'uving the heroine from the villain) In the sun. But there were even mow
came into the car, piled up to his
motors than carriages. It seemed, oi
head with novels and magazines. He
else thoy were more cousplcuous. anc
scattered α lot over us, like manna,
many were being driven by beautlfu
without asking us to pay, but just a*
girls In muslins such as we woulc
I bad got passionately interested in α
wear to a garden party, with
short story he caine back aud began'to %n their
pretty heads except their
1
gather everything up. Seeiug that
hair, dressed everlastingly In
epltndld
dung to my lut, Potter bought them all the same way.
for me before 1 could stop bim.
Now I saw Mrs. Ess Kay and PotThere were two books and four
There was no
ter In their etetnent
magazines, with superlatively good suggestion that the people were not
and
men
well
looking,
groomed young
gooil enough for them here. Mis Ess
divinely lovely girls for the heroes aud Kay radiated smiles, bowing cordially
heroines. The story I was must interright and left, sometimes even more
ested in liud a hero like Mr. Brett; but
cordially than her friends bow-ed In
it was disappointing in the eud, be- return.
Potter was taking off his
cause he married a short plump girl
etraw hat and waving It.
They were
It
somehow
with black eyes, and.
delighted to see everybody, for everyspuihnl the realism, us 1 couldn't fancy body was somebody, aud some, but uo
he would really have cared so dread- all of the
everybodles were delighted
fully for a girl like that. Anyway, II
theiu. Sally alone remained unput me out of the mood tor reading moved. and 1 was glad to have her to
any more stories aud 1 began glanc- keep me lu countenance In this new
ing over the advertisements. At least. act. where 1 know noue of the players
I glanced at first, but soon 1 was ab or what
part 1 should be called upon
sorbed: fur they were wonderful.
to take by aud by.
were
there
I hud uever dreamed that
I had heard so much that was dazzling
sjn-h kind, thoughtful meu iu business about Newport which I had imagined
as the oues who advertised in those fat a
great white city by the sea. that the
American mag:;/.iuos—and so clever, part I saw tirst after leaving the railtoo; they seemed to have spent tin-it way station was distinctly a blow.
whole past lives simply iu studying ••This
quiet, half asleep village the
things, so that eventually they could greatest watering place ot Aiueilca.
trouble.
save
aud
make you happy
you
perhaps of the world!" 1 said to tnjThey lived only for that, those in- self almost scornfully, but when we
credibly uice men. There were photo- had bowled into Bellevue avenue,
graphs of some of them with their ad- where Mrs. Ess Kay said that her
vertisements, so that you could know cottage was. 1 began to understand.
what they were really like aud havt
even more confidence in them than you
would if you hadn't seeu their style
of features. There were two or thre*
whose profiles 1 could never get to feel
at home with, even if 1 had been bori;
with one of them; but the majority
uud all p:eiiy uud perfectly dressed,
as ereu quite common peopl· appear
1 haven't caught
to be in America.

By C. N. ù A. M. WILLIAMSON
Copyright.

were

about her.

Across the Water

vividly represented.

The writer claims to have intimate
knowledge of general conditions obtaining on the farms and in the farm homes
in all quarters of our state, and we find
much more to compliment than to condemn in the life on the farms throughout the state.
Farmers, we claim, are
intelligent, progressive and up to date in
a complimentary degreo in their practices and in their equipments for the
farm and the household.
In no farming section in the country
are there to be found better farm building*, and kept in more complete condition, than on the farms of Maine, and
these buildings are generally furnished
with modern appliances for comfort and
convenience in carrying on the work required. Throughout whole neighborhoods water from the springs on the
hillsides Hows through house and barn
and where not so available thousands of
modern windmills rear their heads and
carry on a similar work. The women
loaded with pails of water from distant
wells is not a picture of modern coniitions.
In the present day life ou Maine farms
if there is one feature more deserving of
:ommendation than of censure it is the
tidy condition of the premises aboundng, and the care exercised of the tools
ind costly implements provided for
carrying on modern farm work. Chargng Maine farmers with slack and sioveny habits in this direction is the wildeet
In all our fatnil>f misrepresentation
arity with Maine farmers we do not reof
a costly imple:aii a single instance
uent left "housed" continuously in the
>pen air. Instead directly the opposite
j s the prevailing practice, and in recent
roars thousands of houses have been
irected on the farms for the express use
>f housing the farming tools. Within
light of where these words are written
hree such structures on a like number
>f farms adjoining, have been constructid the past autumn.
We called attention some weeks ago
ο the many
country houses, in these
ater days being piped for water, heat
mtl lights. These are the modern ap>liances of life on the farm that are fast
uperseding old-time conditions, and we
ire still at a loss where a man of affairs
:ould have got the ideas he was made to
>xpress in the letter referred to, unless
hey were the Rip VaD Winkle dream of
generation now happily going into the
mknown past. These habits of indusry, care and attention to details, toother with providing the farm and the
tousehold with modern appliances for
arrying on the work, are what is giving
he air of thrift and prosperity to farm
ife in our state, and what has establishd the reputation of our farmers in
•usinées affairs of being the most retable and prompt paying class of farmre they iiud in any state in the union.
Will Dr. Twitchell contend that the
»
business man" is right?—Maine Farmer.

they

Lady "Betty

and in farm homes in our state at the
present time. We are at a loss to know
where this "man of business" could
have found a community of farmers in
our broad state carrying the 'wayback

Bence the most
la for tbe farmers of the United States
to wake up to the necessity for better
terming. Call it scientific farming, book
Farming, common sense farming, call it
wi™
what you like; but the essential thing is
to obey the laws of nature that govern
thus maintain its origGood horses are becoming so valuable in the soil and
Tbe first duty of every
that we must take better care of them. inal fertility.
in the United States
The electric street cars and the steam farmer anywhere
wake up to the terrific waste that
thresher engines lifted a great burden is to
and
on
having waked up be
•>fT the horse, but the automobile and is going
wake up his neighbors by nsing
AMP ALL THROAT AMD LUWG TROUBLE».
the mechanical traction have given but must
to impress upon the
and little help to the horse.—Turf, Farm every opportunity
GUARANTEED 8ΑΠ8ΤΑΟΤΟΒ1
minds of farmers generally that their
Home.
OB MONET MTUNDgP.
individual prosperity and the prosperity
of the nation depends upon the adoption
our herds
rid
will
air
and
"Sunlight
of better methods of farming.—Turf,
of tuberculosis; medicine and slaughter Farm and Home.
We Do all Kind· of....
statenever will," was th* unqualified
ment of John D. Nichols, president of
A pig will never fonl his sleeping quarJOB PRINTING.
tbe Ohio Dairymen's Association, in an
sort of a chance to
address to the Michigan dairymen at ters if allowed any
keep them clean.—Farm Journal.
Atwood 4 Forbe·, South PsrU. their laat convention.
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bodies bot. a une h he didut happen to
know any υΐ their tncea, but perhaps
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no-

as

though

Important than we are at borne. You
could tell from the very way tbey sat
and bold up tbcir beads in the motor
cars und dogcarts and other things
that tbey thought the world was theirs
and they were the people to know in
it. One was driving a tandem, and she
I
didn't look more than seventeen.
glad when she bowed to Mrs. Es*
Kay. because she was pretty and I

was

made up my mind that 1 should like to
know her.
"That's Cora Pltchley's stepdaugli
ter. Carolyn," said Mrs. Ess Kay. "Γ><
you remember Margaret Tayiour telling anecdotes of CoraV She doesn't
bother much with the girl.
People
are talking about them both rather η
lot this year, they say."
"What a
"Carolyn." I repeated.
pretty name and bow American sounding, Fomebow. Fancy her driving tan-

"There"

nothinj

to'see

brave, energetic—oh, terribly en
ergetlc looking men. as Indeed the.v
wuuid need to be if they were renllj
to accomplish all the things they promised, not only for you but for the hundreds of thousands of other people whe
might be Inclined to put them to tin
were

test.
Th«»re were things like this in the
magazines—nil the magazines:
"Listen to me, mLss (or madam). I
have something to say which will lu
Do you waut a perfect
terest you.
complexion? Don't more. Sit still it
your chair. Cut out this coupon. Slip
It Into u stamped envelope aud w«

will give you what you want by re
turn of post."
"Why suffer? You have headache
We ask nothing
We have the cure.
better than to take awuy the one ntul
give you the other."
"Let us lend you a beautiful diamond ling to wear uutil you are tired
of it When you'are, we will take it
back, aud return you all but G per cent

of your money."
"Don't come to us. Let us come tu
You
you and bring you something.
have always wanted health, wealth,
wisdom."
"We would like to give you some
friendly advice. We dou't want a red

cent for It"
"You are going to have η pnrty, and
you are worried. Don't worry. Jusl
phone to us and we will arrange
everything for you better than you
could yourself, with no trouble to yon
and your servants."
There were so many splendid things
to have, to wear and to eat advertised
In the same kind, fatherly way. that

If I had unconsciously
for each one of them more
than for anything else in my life, aud
now It had been put Into my head in
all Its fatal fascination, 1 couldn't possibly exist another day without send
ing for It to one In that procession of
uol>le, self sacriticing American ad ver
Users. I felt, too, that If anything disa
agreeable should happen to me, like
railway or motor car accident, 1 could
spend the rest of my existence lying
down, und still the splendid things
would come running to me. If I Jusl
phoned or llung α stump Into space.
1 mentioned something of the sort to
Sally. "I wonder they don't offer to
"I
choose your husband," said I.
didn't know advertisements could be
I

felt

yearned

as

fill'to

else.

"I didn't get to the Casino after
"I met Mrs. Pltchley
all." said he.
going out to make a call (she was on
her way home It seems when we met
Lett, and she offered to turn back ΙΓ
"
I'd go with her, so I did
Potter
see
here,
Parker,
"Now,
broke In Mrs. Ess Kay, "I don't wish
you to set up as another of Cora
It's all very
Pitchley'B champions.

3°"™^

^ow

went m." for au Instant l could uoc
But in another
think v. hat It was
moment 1 h id seen ou table* and cabluets and window Fhelves groat howls
of water lilies, rising out of their dark
leave» 1 iIt'.» moons out of cloud hanks.
••l-'rom Porter." said Mrs Ess Kay.
•He telegraphed for them to be here
and ko at word to the vivants Just
I
how he wanted them arranged
must ea> he doe.·· th'.uk of rather pretty things when he cares to please.
And he do· * can· to please you, Petty.
But you know that without my tolling
von. don't you. my I.ady Witch?"
it was hard hearted of tue. but all
kit pleasure lu the gleaming white
Utrautil·* went out like a bursting Imb·
>le. It gets on my nerves to be graterotter three or four times a day!
Nevertheless when he came back
;v. lilch he did afU-r we had dressed
aUi| v.ci\ having tea behind the rain
of glittering gla>-M I had to tbauk him
prettily. He was pleased, but was
evidently thinking about nomethiug

/

"

J

Piled up to Ills hea l with novel*

mn,

imujnzlncs

dem, with ouly that tiuy groom if anj
She must I »
thing should happen.
plucky. IIow old is she?"
"Eighteen. She was oue of last Oc-

tober's buds."

"October's buds,"

1

repeated.

"Ii

sounds poetical—but .unseasonable."
Potter answered with a laugh
"Yes, we like tilings out of season !:.
America, so we bring out most of ο :»
buds in October. Then tlie.v have t!;
whole winter to bloom In, you knov
before they're grafted on iiuutkBtalk."
"Here comes Cora herself, now. ii
Tom Doremt's* Kloctra," said Mr.·; i)
Kay. "It must make Mrs. Van du
Wlndt wild, his going ><0 much will

the Pitchley lot, as she can't star
them and would keep Cora andCarolyc
out of everything lu Newport If sh»
could."
1 didu't wonder at .Mr. iMremuf,
though, as 1 bowed to hi:u and louud
time to kuow exactly how Mrs. I 'Itch-

and what she ..ο:ο, |;ι t.ie
half secoua before oar tv. ο motors
hashed apart. I thought h.-r :-ρΛ·ιηίϊ 1ly handsome, and I liked tue gieaui in
her dark gray eyes, which promised
fuu. Hut Just then our chauffeur slow-

ley looked

ed dowu before a house which î-eeuicd
to cover about u quarter ol a iniie oi

ground.

"Welcome to my Utile cottage, dear
Hetty," said Mrs. Kss Kay

If this is her idea of a coit.I
don't kadw what her conception of a
And yet. wli. η you
castle must bo!
Is
come to analyste ii, there reallj
something aliout the place \\ii!. I» tnig
gests a kind of glorilied. Titanic co.·
tage, rather loo grand for a king, uu
less he were a tairy king, lint possibiy suited to an emperor. But i do
believe licit Amc;ic.;ns think thai whs»,
is good enough for a king is only j.i: t
good enough for them at a pinch ami
I've heard Mrs. LIss Kay call Windsor

dreadfully shabby.
Lier "cottage" looks

as if it wer<
built of gray sa tin wood. but it Is real..ν
shiugles, and shingles urn be the loveliest material imaginable, it seems, for
the covering of a house, e.qieci, i!.
with a foundation of granite .sparkling
with mica. They are soft and shiminery in their tints these shingles as a
dove's breast; some are dan;, some

light, but all are fcalhciy
and altogether the Moorings, with i : s
gables and porches and bow windows
and balconies and wide verandas,
gives the eU'c<J ol a huge, ruiiiy and
motherly gray hi.d with her wing.·
spread wide to shelter her birdlicgs.
A felt quite content to be one of the
birdliugs as 1 Weill in. i am sorry to
say I'm not a bit fonder of Mrs. K.Kay tliau 1 was on the ship, but the
"cottage" looked so hospitable and
jolly and the air and the sunshine
sparkled so that 1 couldn't help feeling that it was pleasant to be young
and alive and ou the threshold of
in

amusing

adventures. 1 was
would have liked to

uew

py, and I
1 WUtllcU

e.uM.

ΙΟ

ue

Vl'ri goou

limiiiia

well ror Margaret l ay lour to be (of·
ever quoting her, and she la fun, but
she goes around being original In
wrong way, that nobody admlresthat Is. she doee what she want· and
not what other people want her to do.
Margaret spends her summers at Blue
Bay, and I bpend mine at Newport
ami I'm not going to have Mr». Van

dêr

Wlndt down on me or on my,
brother either If I can help it"
^
re"Thanks for your good advice,
plied Potter airily "But may be, when
you hear what Mrs. Pltchley had to
lay to me you'll change your tuu#.
Mrs. Ess Kay raised her eyebrows,
but her eyes would look curious.
"What could Cora Pltchley say that
would have any particular effect on
uic i" she asked.
"s>uw knows lor a fact that she isn t
Ιυ be asked to the pink ball oa the
;^d and that Mrs. Van der \»ludt herself scratched joar name off the lu*

before she sailed tor Europe.
Mrs. Ess Kays face went a dull,
Ugly red, an<l she laughed a loud laugh
which sounded as U It would be the
same color.
"As forint. 1 can quite
auucrsiaûd, but 1 dont bellevo the
v.oman w ,u!d have dired to try to exclude ine." she said in a quBery w>
••Why shouldn't she have dared,
when you come to think of It?
it
••Well, anyhow—she don't dare uow.
dare
now.
won't
she
-No. naturally,
You're us smart as tlicy mako em,

Then, for some reason, they b)tb
turned and gazed at me with a "tbauk·
goodue^s- here's-a -floating-spar sort of
look, while Sally examined the grounds
In her teacup with that fuuuy litUo
three cornered stiyle of hers.
Was that the thing you
would change me toward Cora i Itch·
leyV" asked Mrs. Ess Kay.
••Yes, I thought It would give you a
Bolt of fellow feeling.
and
-It doesn't," said she shortly,
nobody but a man could have thought
It makes n.e feel all ihe
it wouid.
more f.n I dou't want to be mixed
Ul, with her. for-for Betty's sake.
,ν,,.-r whistled, with one thumb In a
"For the .be-lids
brea -t
pocket.
sake." he remarked dramatically, aud
Mrs. 1' -λ Kay looked angry.
"1 shan't Invite the Pltchleys to my
ω
big ull'alr," said she-"the affair
coing to have for Bet tj.
"Oh. but j ou must please not put
yourself out tor me!" 1 exclaimed,
should be so sorry to have you do
that."
roller

signt wnat ι
did thiuk of the great splendid houses,
with mere pocket handkerchief lawns
euch as people would have for sub1

wasn't

sure nt

tirst

urban villas at home, but they gave
me a tremendous impression of con
centrnted wealth. This seemed a place
where everybody was rich, where millions were at a discount, and I thought
—whatever else I did think—that it
would be α place to stop away from
unless you were happy—happy and

strong and gay.

But there was one thing I was very
The avenue itself was more
sure of.
full than our park In the topmost
height of the season.
People don't look happy driving in
the park, uot even the pretty pec.ple
I have found that whenever I have
been, and, though that isn't so very
often yet, Vic says It is really and trulj

always the

same.

iry

10

all for me to give an eutertainment,
you mny be quite sure."
She sjiil this as the queen might say
that it didn't matter to her whether

Jhere

nun

compared to ours at Hattleuiead, oi
course, though tue Persian rugs and
the pictures are tine, and the staircase
It looks a
is peculiarly charming.
staircase made for sitting out dances
with uieu you like, aud evidently it
knows its value us α tlirting place
and lives up to it, for there are fat,
bright colored silk and satin cushions
resting invitingly against the wall on
each one of the shallow steps. Most
of the rooms are enormous and consist
half of quaint leaded windows with
lint better than
seats underneath,
anything else is the veranda, which
runs ail round the house aud is uot
ouly as wide as a good sized room,
but is fitted up like a succession of

rooms. The delicate bead curtains that
The great beauties look bored, ant',
like a rain of green and white
of them have their faces pa ink·. glitter
rose colored Jewels give you a
aud
transforma
air
of
and the
wearing
feeling of privacy, for you can see
tlons, but uot one of the charinin.
tberu without being seen. The
through
Belleviu
and
down
women driviug up
lloor is bulf covered with
~&atiuy
gray
avenue that afternoon looked bore·
exquisite rugs, and everywhere there
and hardly any were painted. 1 neve
are oriental tables aud chairs aud
saw people appear to be so delights
cushiony sofas and green hammocks
with life and so thoroughly alive, as !
with frilly pink pillows and screens
the glorious sea air were frothing !
and bowers of palms aud bright azatheir veins, like champagne.
leas. 1 should like to live on that velu the park you don't see peop'
randa swingiug slowly in a hammock
laughing and talking to each otL
and looking through the cascade of
In carriages. They simply lean bi:
glittering beads at the sea aud sky
on the cushions with an express!·
i spoke this thought out aloud, but
oi::
the
Is
"This
to
that
seems
sny,
so interesting."
Potter said 1 would soon learn that
so
Γι
of
to
1
can
think
do,
asked
thing
"What about your own?" she
wasn't much time in Newport
there
:
1'ruba!
doing It Just to kill time."
"They're a hundred times quainter."
for looking at the sea aud sky.
I thought burd about the Morning they don't really feel like that, bi
"Why, Isn't that partly what you
tlfey look It. And as for the peo| ί
Post and The Queen, but couldn't re
come to Newport for?" 1 asked.
or stand aud wai.
in
watch
sit
aud
the
who
extraordinary
member anything
They all laughed. "You just wait
they've usiially a strained express!.·:
advertising line, and said so.
and find out," answered Potter. "Aud
ιwere
afra
as
if
don't
in
their
they
eyes
"Perhaps you, being English,
we'll
you pretty hard doing it."
a
οί missing somebody or something ·
see anything extraordinary about
Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally took uie up
clergyman's wife offering to exchange Importance.
to show me my rootu and theirs, and
But here in Bellevue avenue ever;,
a canary bird for six months' subscrip
Potter said that be would go around
bgdy was smiling and chatting, ant!
tlon to Punch, or the widow of an of
and look lu at the Casino, but he
tlcer earnestly desiring an idiot lady t<. noticed that (ho men weren't so pr.
would come back and have tea with
board with her, or α decayed gentle tenia tu rail/ alert as the men In Ne\
us as Boon as he had seeu "what there
hei
(li
taken
to
had
Some
York.
the
give
actually
public
woman inviting
was doing."
Ave pounds, but we, being American io feet fat, which, so far I'd had r<
Each bedroom Is doue In u color,
rathei
I'd
was
α thing that ne*·
son to suppose,
do," replied Sally. "Why,
and mine is the "white room." It was
read the advertisements in some ot happened to Amerlcau men.
Kome
Aud somehow the young girls had almost too heavy sweet with
your morning paper· and ladies' week
would eat."
the air of beiue a irreat deal mon» powerful (lower fragrance when we
lies than

wor^

you

were seventy-five people or seventy-six asked to a garden party, and
1 was snubbed, so 1
hap- I reali/.ed that
sing said no more.

and I fel'
111 love with the house the minute 1
set foot ou the trout veranda.
The great gorgeous palace In NewYork is fur grander, oi course, and
must have cost four or live times as
uiucb, still ouly very rich people could
bave built and furnished tlie Moorings or afford to live In it.
There bs h big square ball, uot to be

some

ijou

Koblnoor."
You ought to be ashamed
"1'otter!
of yiurself, talking to her like that!"
said Mrs. Ess Kay. "Hut all he means,
Betty, is that 1 shall be very glad to
do auythiug 1 van to make your visit
pleasant, and it will be no trouble at

everybody, including Potter,

We had a number of thene tropical birds.

laucneu.

rob her of lier dearest triumph, I.ady
Daisy. You're the big gem for the
You're the
middle of the setting.

[TO

HE

rOMIMEB.]

The Human Temperature.
Put to the t«'St of the thermometer,
it appears that the norma! temperature of the body Is almost Invariable,
regardless of latitude or season. Put-

ting the bulb of the thermometer under the tongue of an Eskimo at the
frozen north or of a man under the
blazing sun of the tropics, we find that
in each ease, the body being In a state
of health, the temperature Is about the
same, the difference not amounting to
We may sav absolutely that
a degree.
the average normal temperature of
human being Is about 08.Î5 decrees
as we may say that at sea
level water bolls at 212 degrees F.—
New Yorlc American.

a

F., Just

Pu* In Mor· Words.
Peters," said the teacher,
"what Is It makes the water of the sea

"Now,

so

salty?"

It

makes

"Salt," said Peters.
"Next!" said the teacher. "What 18
the

water

of

the sea

so

salty?"

"The salty quality of the sea water,"
answered "Next," "Is due to the admixture of a sufficient quantity of
chloride of sodium to Impart to the
aqutnms fluid with which It commingles η saline flavor, which Is readily
recognized by the organs of taste!"
"Uigbt, Next," said the teacher. "Go
up one!"

Mutton Birds.
six weeks every autumn the
400 Inhabitants of the Australian Fur·
neaux Islands make enough money to
support themselves In Idleness the rest

During

They do this by catching
the very fat young "mutton birds,"
which are batched there In such numbers that the flocks when they migrate extend for miles. They furnish
food and oil, which Is used for lubricating purposes and also as a substitute for cod liver oil.

of the year.

Making Sure.
Country Cousin -Are you sure I am
Town Relative
in the right train?
(who has bad about enough of It)—

Well. I have asked seventeen porters
and thirty-two passengers, and they
nil say "Yes," so I think you'd better
risk It.-I.oudon Telegraph.
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A dviktibkuktvts :
All legal .Kivertlsemenu
are given three connective Insertions for |1 JO
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

Paris Hill.

Pint Baptist Church, Hev. Q. W. f. HU, yaaΡ rebelling every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
tor.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 :Se. Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
? :S0. Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
AU
the let 9un-lay of the month atîΛ) p.m.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

The February meeting of the Director·
of Pari· Hill Library Association will be
beld at Hamlin Memorial Hall on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Charles Henry Hammond, 7-year-old
son of County Commissioner Henry D.

type, fast presse·, electric
was
considerably injured
power, experienced workmen and low price· Hammond,
combine to tna* this department of oar bael- last week by a "head-on collision,M
aoee complete and popular.
while playing with the children at
school. He was insensible for some
time, but is making good recovery.
USSLE COPIES.
Mrs. William T. Eustis and Masters
Single Copies of the Democrat are four oenta
of
and Stowell Eustis are guests at
Albert
malle·!
on
«
j«
each. They
receipt price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
M. Atwood's.
on George
have
been
Issue
of
each
placed
jingle copie·
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office,
sale a: the following places In the County :
Feb. 1st:
Shurtleff's Dtuk Store.
South I'aris,
A. C. Wltham.
Noyes* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
MIm Lena Klemettl.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Kuekfletd.
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Purls Hill,
Bryant'8 Pond.
Samuel T. White.
West Pari·,
Mrs. Hannah Ayer, widow of the late
Thomas Ayer, died at the home of her
Coming Events.
daughter, Mrs. William Day, Jan. 26.
Mrs. Ayer was nearly 87 years of age
Feb. 2.— Oxford Pomona Grange, Bryant's Pond. and Las been a resident of our town for
Press
Feb. S, i.—Annual meeting of Maine
Since the death of
over forty-five years.
Association. Augusta.
March 1.—Town Meeting.
her husband ber home lias been in the
March»—SupremeJudk-l.ilCourt, South Paris family of Mr. Day, where she has been
kindly cared for in her declining years.
NKW A D V KKTISKM KSTS.
The funeral was held at the house of
Mr. Day on Thursday afternoon, the serNow Is the Time to Buy.
vice being conducted by Rev. J. H Little
We Still Have a Good Line.
Is There Anv Reason?
of South Paris.
The Ρ re-Stock Taking S»ie.
Leon Ε Trusdale of Brown University
l»o You Want to Own a House?
is the new principal of the free high
Mark Down Sale.
What Make* a Kank Strong'·
school.
Appointment of Executrix.
W. A. Billings, who was prostrated by
Drug Clerks.
a shock two weeks ago, is still very
Use Your Eves.
Legislative Sotlcee.
poorly. Dr. Wight of Bethel came to
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Company.
see him this week in consultation with
Providence Washington Fire Insurance Co.
Dr. Buekuam.
London Assurance Corporation.
Don't Miss the Four Days' Sale.
Jailer Cole of Paris was in town TuesJob Pmiirrnie —New

Notes from the

Legislature.

day.

Auction at the

Whitman

Greenville

place iu Greenwood is postponed to Fri
The bill to authorize South Paris Vil- «lay, Feb. 5, at 1U A. M.
lage Corporation lo establish a municipal

system was introduced on Tuesday by Mr. Lane of Paris, and referred
to the judiciary committee.
In the absence of President Deasy due
to delay of trains, Mr. Hastings was
elected president pro tem, and presided
at Monday's sessioo.
A bill introduced by Mr. Hastings on
Tuesday produced more or less immediate criticism, as it provides that pole
rights and locations for auy electric
company chartered by special act of the
legislature shall be granted by the
towns. This would take away from the
towns the right to refuse locations to
any auch company. The bill is said to
have come from a power company in
Hancock County, which was refused
locations in one town and consequently
had to go around it. Mr. Hastings explained that he simply introduced the
bill by request and was not sponsor for
water

it.

Two bills introduced by Representative Pattangall on Wednesday are evidently intended to hit the wild land tax
question. They assess mill state taxes,
four and a half mille for common
schools, and three mills for highways.
The school money is to be distributed to
the towns, one-third of it proportionately to the number of scholars, and twothirds proportionately to the valuation.
The highway fund is to be distributed to
the towns according to their valuation.
A bill has been introduced by Mr.
Hastings to allow the Merrill Springer
Co. of Bethel to make and sell gas or
electricity or both.
Mr. Bisbee of Rumford has introduced
a bill to ratify and make valid the organization of the Mexico Water Com
pany, and authorize it to issue bonds
and extend its plant.
Mr. Nelson of Hebron has introduced
an amendment to the charter of Hebron
Academy, increasing the number of trustees to fifteen.
The taxation committee have considered some of the bills prepared by the tax
commission, and have already acted
favorably on some of them, including
the one which iuakes the poll tax uniform throughout the state at the rate oi
fO.W.

A bill

providing

that the

judge

of pro-

bate must be a member of the bar encountered opposition, and gut an adverse
report from the judiciary committee.
Sagadahoc County is the only county in
the state now having a judge of probate
who is not a lawyer.
Perhaps no feature of the week caused

much attention as the Republican
held with closed doors Wednesday evening to consider action on the
Sturgis law and allied measures. The
committee which had been entrusted
with the duty reported three measures
to be submitted to the people at a special
election to be held next September.
One of these measures is the present
Sturgis law, another the Eaton bill, providing for the removal by tbe governor
of sheriffs who do not do their duty,
and the third the Hersey bill, making a
similar provision with regard to countyThese are necessarily reattorneys.
solves for constitutional amendments,
not acts to be passed by tbe legislature
There was evidently a lively debate in
the caucus, which lasted for two hours
or more, and at the close so little progress toward definite action had been
made that the caucus was adjourned for
a week.
Representative William R. Pattangall
is getting into the limelight now. His
measures introduced last week include a
bill to abolish tbe office of auditor of
state printing, an order asking the Supreme Court for an opinion as to the
constitutionality of railroad tax rebates,
and a bill which would take away from
tbe game commissioners the power to
expend for the protection of moose and
deer the money received from hunters'
licenses and from tines.
A resolve appropriating $250 for placing buoys on Richardson Lako has been
introduced by Mr. Hastings.
Among the petitions relating to tish
and game matters is one asking tbat
Magalloway River above Aziscoos Fulls,
Upper and Lower Metalluc Ponds, Lincoln Pond, and Parmacbeenee Lake be
closed to all save fly fishing, and the
individual catch limited to ten pounds.
Under suspension of tbe rules Friday
an act was passed by both houses making Feb. 12th. the hundredth anniversary
of the birth of Lincoln, a school anil
bank holiday.
Mr. Pattangall's order to ask the Supreme Court for an opinion regarding
the constitutionality of the Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad rebate will bave a
Held day in tbe house Wednesday of thi«
week, when the subject of railroad rebates will probably be well thrashed
oat.
so

caucus

Here and There.
It is reported that at Bowdoin a freshman has dune a thing never before accomplished, getting 100 per cent in his
final examination in mathematics, while
two others of the class secured 90 and 9$
per cent respectively. Very interesting,
even though their names are not mentioned. But what an anxious world ie
waiting to And out is, did they make the
'Varsity team?
Tbe slogan is not "Save the lakes ol
Maine!" this winter, as it was two years
ago. The proposition now before the
legislature from those directly interested
in the power of the Androscoggin River,
instead of possibly endangering one of
the lakes, would make another where
It is needless
one doe· not now exist.
to say that this is a scheme much more
acceptable to the people of tbe state,
and in line with tbe proper development
of Maine'· resource·. Storage of water
•imply i· the pnrpoee of this lake, and it
well adapted for that. Nevertheless, it
is almost unthinkable that with the development of electrical transmission, the
of a forty-five foot dam with a
ce behind it should remain forever unused, even in what are now the wilds of
northern Oxford County.

Ewer

Motor boat owners are in for more
trouble if the bill just introduced into
the Maine Legislature by Representative
Wing of Auburn becomes a law. It provides tbat boats propelled by machinery
other than steam in all Maine waters
•hall carry life preservers, one for each

person

on

board.

East Sumner.

We have no auspicious nor heart thrilling events to record of late. But the
city dailies are filled with such happenings in other place·. What with the
rapid mail facilities, the electric wires,

daily

Misa Irma Norton bas boon the gueet
There m no preeohlng servi oe at the
the put
Congregational ohoroh laat Sunday of Ml·· Alio· Nulty daring
morning, the pastor, Rev. W. C. Curtis, •reek.
Mise Spark· of Brewer has been visitbeing in Lewiiton attending the Boys'
ing her slater, Mr·. K. J. Maraton.
Conference.
A. F. Cloutler was In Portland ThursCarroll Valentin·, Ernest C. Bowler,
and were installed in » most pleasing
and Friday of tbU week in attendand impressive manner by Grand Matron, Jr., and Ralph Young attended the day
on the meetings of the local BlackMrs. E. Sstella Crawshaw, oi Auburn, Maine Boye' Conference aa delegate· anoe
smith·' Association.
assisted by Mr. John B. Brook as Grand from the Bethel Caatle of Κ. Ο Κ. Α.
The ladies of the Baptist oircle held
The public eohoola opened Monday aa
Marshal and Rev. Isabella S. Macduff as
socials at the home
Grand Chaplain. Officers were as fol- no new case· of aoarlet fever appeared. one of their popular
MonMisses Boothby and Mason have been of Mrs. Ada Shaw on High Street
lows:
W. Matron— Mr». Mary E. Bucknaxii.
in West Paris.
day evening. The evening was pleasvisiting
About
w. Patron—Mr Charles t. Harden.
Mra. Ada Cushing, daughter of Mr. antly passed in games and mnsio.
A aao. Matron—Mr·. Elizabeth W. Irish.
and Mrs. W. E. Chapman, died in Port- seventy were present.
Sec.—Mrs. Annie W. Wheeler.
Snowshoelng is the popular pastime
Treaa.—Mrs. Marietta Willis.
land and was brought to Bethel for
and
Conductrea·—Mr·. Leona P. Bldlon.
burial. Rev. W. C. Curtis conducted the among the young people this winter,
Aim. Con.—Miss Llnnle Marshall.
funeral servioes Thursday. Mrs. Cush- merry parties may be seen traversing the
Chaplain—Mr·. Juliette F. Curtl·.
almoet any day or
Marshal-Mr*. Phlla Shedd.
ing left a husband and child abont one surrounding country
Onanist— Mr·. Lola L Shurtleff.
year old, alao a father, mother and Bis- evening.
Adah—Mrs. Geoigla Eetee.
Mrs. Sarah O. Cook of Brunswick,
ters to mourn her loaa and who have the
Ruth—Mr". Llla Jackson.

President of the Bebekah Assembly of
Maine, assisted by Mrs. Harvey of Lew·
of
Mr. Wiggin Merrill occupied the stu- iston as Marshal, installed the officers
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
dio the past week.
Linooln's birthday will be suitably ob- evening:
West Paris Grange held a well patronN. G.—Sarah Bohlnson.
ized and successful sale on Friday, with served. An interesting programme has
V. U.—Maude MorrlU.
a dance in the evening at Dunham's Hall. been arranged.
Sec.—Esther Watte.
Reuben Qlue drew a full house last
The food and sale tables were tastefully
Treas.—Cynthia Tllton.
Warden—Helen Record.
arranged, but there were no special Saturday evening.
Alice Nnlty.
Con
Walter Keene of Poland, a student at
decorations. The proceeds were 935.
I. G.—Maude Record.
O. G.—Stella Bo wen.
Misses Lillian and Minnie Tibbetts Qouid Academy, is ill at his home.
B. S. N. G—Josle Shaw.
Miss Belle Purington went to Andover,
have been guests of Mrs. F. E. Wboeler.
L. S. N. G —Myra Irish.
Miss Lillian has remained for a longer Mass., laat Wednesday to spend eeveral
R. 8. V. G.—Eva Allen.
her slater, Mrs. J. V. Holt.
weeks
with
sister
returned
last
Thursbut
her
L.
S. V. G.—Iva Gardner.
stay
Warren.
was held Wednesday evenA
Chap.—Lizzie
meetiog
day.
Mrs. A. D. Barrett of Gorham, Ν. H., ing to hear the report of the "electric After the installation a banquet was
N. R. Springer's served.
has been visiting Mrs. Dexter W. Gray. light ooramittee."
Mrs. Emmie Parsons, who was operatMrs. Minot S. Davis is on the sick list plant ia to furniah power and aa soon as
and has her mother, Mrs. Rose Brooks, the ground opens poles will be set for ed on at the Central Maine General
in
will
be
the
the wires and
opera- Hospital in Lewiston recently, is reportwith her.
plant
Mrs. Anna C. Young is visiting her tion as soon aa possible. A stock com- ed a· gaining, and it is hoped she will
•oon be able to come home.
relatives in Portland.
pany has been formed.
Bates '11 basket ball team played with
Rev. A. W. Pottle occupied the Baptist
P. M. Wyraan is having α good business selling hulled corn this winter, and the Gould Academy team at Bethel Fri- pulpit Sunday in the absence of pastor
drives with his team four days in the day evening, the Gould Academy team Lamb.
The high school scholars hold a social
week going to Bethel, Norway and Paris, being victors 48 to 5.
at Nezinecot Hall Friday evening.
Mechanic Falls and Rumford.
West
Bethel.
C. H. Prince was in Waterville over
Mumps are still raging and new cases
"I dreamed me a dream, one blustering night;
Sunday.
cropping out. Mrs. Ida A. Rowe is just In an editor's office
I went—such a sight I
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hall entertained
recovering from them and now Mrs. Six skeletons, white, were ranged on the wall.
the No Name whist club at their home
a ghastly, grim view did my senses appal.
Mary G. Bradbury and two daughters, Such
of
each
the
cause
labeled
were
with
I
saw
they
Lura and Jennie, are sick with the diaFriday evening. A delightful evening
deith.
was passed.
Mrs. Bradbury was very ill for a The reasons for taking away of life's breath.
eaee.
:
A. E. Cole was in Lewiston Friday.
This h bel, the first one, did happen to show
few days but is now improving.
I
"The Beautiful
wrote
Ί
confessed
that|
The funeral of the late Merritt Parsons
The Lucky Leaf Club was pleasantly
Snow."
was held from the Baptist churoh Wedentertained last Tuesday evening at L On the second this Une most madly did caper :
'In a rage I said, "Editor, you stop my pa- nesday at 11 o'clock, Rev. A. W. Pottle
M. Mann's by Miss Annie Shank.
perl"
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Shurtleff will
officiating. Mr. Parsons was 86 years, 25
The third label was held by a pitiful cub :
continue to keep house here for the •Although I had money, I ne'er paid my sub.'
days old, and was a native of Hartford.
present at least, and Mr. Shurtleff will While the fourth, this label did hare at full He moved to this place about twenty-five
range:
travel back and forth from South Paris
years ago and since that time has been
'I'd a habit of looking at ev'ry exchange.'
on the train.
actively interested in town affair·, havThe fifth, who appeared like a very thin taper,
Mies Ella M. Curtis is in poor health Ί roiled up my copy, wrote both sides of my ing served several times on the board of
paper.'
selectmen, of which board he was a
this winter with a stomach trouble.
The sixth, tnls Inscription most carefully bore :
member at the time of bis death, and as
Mrs. George D. Robertson of South 'On cold days I never would shut ofiJoe door.'
treasurer and collector of taxes, also as
I'm glad 'twas a dream, but this I said, then :
Paris visited in town Friday.
"
trial justice. He was a man of sterling
Kev. Isabella S. Macduff went Satur- •I'll strive not to be like all of those men.*
Midwinter and Candlemas Day.
character, a loyal friend and kind neighday morning to Dexter. She preached
January thaws are of short duration. bor. He is survived by a widow and
Sunday morning for Rev. S. Gv Spear
Misses Marion and
and in the evening addressed a union
Gladys Morrill three daughters and three brothers.
temperance meeting under the auspices went to Bethel Hill Tuesday.
West Sumner.
of the W. C. T. U. of that place. She
'Eggs are 30 cents per dozen, and dairy
Mrs. Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry
will attend some meetings at Bangor butter 25 centa per pound.
this
where she will remain through
Hay is quite plentiful and not extreme- is here with Mr. Johuaon for a few day·.
The reoent thaw ha· Increased the
week.
ly high in price.
Rev. S. G. Spear preached at the
January, 1909, will long be remember- supply of water and the mill U still
Universalist church in the morning, and ed as a month without sunshine.
running.
Tho road-breakers are trying to keep
W. E. Doble, who has been ill for some
the service was in charge of the young
and passable from time, rode out Wednesday. Mr. Doble
.the
highways
open
people.
is not yet able to work.
W. W. Dunham and wife have been this village to Mason and Albany.
N. R. Springer is making preparations
News has been received that DeaconesR
staying here at their house superintending some repairs on the house. They are to start his birch mill, ana has not far Sanford of Philadelphia, Pa., who is well
making several very desirable changes from five hundred cords of bolts in the and favorably known here, has had an
attack of appendicitis from which she is
in the interior of the house, enlarging yard.
L. E. Alien has returned home from recovering.
some rooms upstairs and fixing a nice
David Andrews had a severe attack of
kitchen and pantry down stairs. They Bethel, and will be engineer in the Weat
will also build a nice bath room. In the Bethel mill which they hope to have in heart trouble Saturday. Dre. Wbeeler
At
and Atwood were in attendance.
apring Mr. Dunham intends to tear our operation next week.
With Ave thousand German emigrants this writing, Mr. Andrews is very comthe bank wall in front of his house and
make a terrace which will be a great im- now on their way to this country, and fortable.
four timea that number aoon to leave
P. M. Andrews of Portland has been
provement.
Auction at the Greenville Whitman Italy for the United States, foreigners here for a few days, called here by the
place In Greenwood is postponed to Fri- will aoon be aa plentiful here as snow- illnese of his father.
fleas in spring and grasshoppers in sumAt a meeting held here January 27th
Feb. 5, at 10 A m.
Esther—Ml·· Dora I. Bill.

Martha—Mr». Ada B. Bartlen.

Electa—Mrs. Nelle Moody.
Warden—Mrs. Emma H1U.
Sentinel—Augustus 8 Dunham.

Norway Saturday.
I^roy Bradbury

was

at home

Locke's Mills.
Pomona Grange meets at
Pond, Tuesday, Feb. 2.

Sunday.

Bryant's

0. P. Farrington is in poor health this
winter.
Mrs. Lvdia Bryant is visiting her sister, Mrs. L. C. Trask.
Mr Addison Bryant was at home over

Sunday.

Mrs. Lola Foster was at

day recently.

Bethel one

Miss Alice Brown is working at Mt.
Abram Hotel.
Emerson Curtis of West Parie was in
town last week.
Arthur Thompson of Lewieton is employed in the office of E. L. Tebbets
Spool Co.
Mason.
Webster and Horace Walker and James
Uhlman are at work cutting wood for E.
H. Morrill.
Bert Hatch has finished work for J. A.
McKenzie and
has moved
back to
Sabattus.
Rather bard
weather for sledding
where the wind blows, and there is just
it
a touch of
across Bethel Flat, between
here and West Bethel.
Douglas Cushing is at work hauling
wood and timber for Ervin Hutchinson
Frank Bean and wife of Oxford called
on friends the past week.
Frank Sloan was through the place
with his fish cart the 27th.
Bragg, the Union Tea Co.'s man, was
in the place Tuesday.
Hebron.
Mrs. E. S. Dunham, who has been
visiting her sister in Philadelphia and
her daughter in Newton, Mass., is expected home this week.
Miss Knight, one of the lady teachers,
went to her home in Portland last week
We understand
on account of illness.
that Miss Hazel Donham is taking her
is
able
to
return.
till
she
place
Miss Etta Sturtevant is visiting her
mother at Mr. J. F. Moody's.
The W. R. C. met Friday afternoon of
last week and Hebron Grange held an
all day meeting Wednesday of this week.
Plenty of snow and winter weather
just now, but January is nearly gone and
spring will soon be here.
Tiie coldest morning here has been 4
below zero, but it has been several degrees colder in some parte of the place.
Hiram.
Mr. L. E.

in town

as

Homestead.

Fryeburg Center is
agent for the New England

Clay

of

sympathy

of

their

Bethel

mer.

The little band who furnish
the Democrat are always sad
steps out, and we cannot
thought of losing John and his
Don't leave us, brother J.

items for
when one
bear the

"letters."

East Bethel.

Mr. Fitzmaurice Vatl is preparing his
school for an entertainment to be given
at the hall Feb. 5th, Friday evening.
F. D. Bartlett of Berlin, X. H., visited
here last week.
Miss Ella Farwell is working for Mrs.
Z. W. Bartlett.
Mr. F. B. Howe loaded a car of potatoes at Bethel etation last week.
Mr. Berte Akere has moved his family
into Z. W. Bartlett's rent.
G. K. Hastings loaded a car of cord
wood at Locke's Mille last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Swan entertained
at whist last Saturday evening. Mr. J.
M, Bartlett held the highest score and
won the gentleman's prize, Mrs. G. Ε
Farrar won the lady's priz*, Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Bean won the booby prizes.
Refreshments of oysters and nice cakes
were served.
Alder River Grange held a very pleasant meeting with an entertaining pro
gramme Jan. 22. The question, "Do
farmers work more hours than farmers'
are high.
The planet Venue is fast receding wives?" was well discussed and decided
Lincoln's birthday
from sight in the east, and in due time in the negative.
will be seen shining in the west again, will be observed in the programme for
and thought by some, Mr. Blank and the next meeting.
wife in particular, to be the New York
North Waterford.
But what an idea!
electric light.
few
Harry Brown is building an ice houee.
A
years ago Frank Maxfield
Will McAllister has purchased a pair
bought David Morgan's farm, formerly
owned by Daniel Shaw, but not being of oxen.
Mr. and Mrs. Gedrge Marston from
much used to farming he left the place
and went to Connecticut to engage in the Lovell recently visited at Parris Paige's.
insurance business. Last week his wife They brought her father, Daniel Lefollowed him, leaving the two oldest broke, homo.
Died at North Waterford, Allegra
children with her mother, Mrs. Sylvester
Mabel, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cole.
Of course every one has read about Wallace Jones, aged 1 year, 7 months,
the great earthquake in southern Italy, and 7 days.
Hazel Hicks is staying at Wallace
which occurred recently, but how many
have read or heard of the big fight in Jones' now.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton visited at
Australia not long since, when a Texas
Marston'e Thnrsday.
negro knocked out and thus gained a Charles
Mrs. Sarah York is some better.
complete victory over a Canadian white
A grand, good time and a large crowd
man, and by so doing became the cham
pion of the world. And now they are was what they had at the Rebekahs and
Odd Fellows installation in spite of the
after a white man to knock him out.
Last Tuesday morning John Kimball bad roads.
of Waterforii started with a one horseDickvale.
load of furniture and bound for Floyd
D. L. Chenery has sold bis two pairs
Morgan's, Bryant's Pond. The traveling proved harder than be expected, so of oxen to a man in Livermore.
t*at it was almost night when he reachH. H. Andrews and Chaa. Haines have
ed the Bennett place. Stopping only taken the roads to break from Woodlong enough to grain his horse he start- stock and Rumford lines to meet the
ed on, but missed his way and after breaking team from West Peru.
I have just received a letter from T.
traveling nearly two miles found himself
at Daniel Cole's on the Looke's Mills W. Stillman of Riveraide, Cal. Mr. StillIn
the
for
where
be
night.
man went from Peru to Riveraide late
road,
put up
the meantime word was sent to the Pond last fall, and has an eye for business.
that he was coming, but as he failed to He thinks It the most delightful place
show up they began to think he was lost they have seen, and adds that they have
somewhere, nutii the news came that he had just rain enough to make everything
was safe at Mr. Cole's, and then scare green and flourishing.
was off.
Herbert Richardson ia about as well as
Denmark.
Measles are still raging in this section.
Denmark Lodge, No. 5, I. Ο. O. F.,
are
to have some new regalia, also
Silver R«>bekah Lodge, No. 19, are to
have new ones.
Mrs. C. K. Belcher and Mrs. Addie
Alexander took a pleasure ride down
South Road Thursday and had a turn
over at the corner of the road leading to
Mr. William Allen's. No bones were
broken.
Mr. Chaa. Pingree will begin his logging job on South Road for the Portland
Star Match Co. Monday, the 1st.
Mr. A. H. Jones received the sad news
of the death of Mr. P. W. Swan in
Florida the 20th. Interment at Winchester, Mass. Mr. Swan was a native
of Fryebure, and a brother-in-law of Mr.
A. H. Jones. Of late years he has been
spending the summer here at the Maplewood. He was 84 years of age, and loved and respected by all who knew him.

Mr. James Cram is visiting hie sifter,
Mrs. Ceba M. Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Chad. Rand entertained
Capt. Thomas O. Spring is in poor
health. He will bo 92 year· old on Feb. the whist club on Saturday evening,
first prize, Mrs.
6th. He is kindly cared for by Mr. and Emily Ingalls winning
Mrs. Samnel L. Cleraons. He is blind Rand the second.
Sam Small has gone to South Paris to
and his hearing is now very defective.
He earned and saved a competency in work in the can shop cutting tin.
Frauk Jewett began making cans for
California and Chicago.
Λ Morrill Monday morning.
The Hiram Lumber Co. is lumbering Burnham
Ellis Blake is cutting tin in the can
on the tract bought of Mrs. Horace
shop.
P. Whipple.
Qeo. Colby has bought the stable ownA leading business now is collecting
ed by John Bacon on the Bean place.
autographs on petitions to the legislaThe DeMaa Brothers are working for
ture.
Fred Sanborn at his camp.
Brownfield.
Norway Lake.
Rev. S. M. Albarian returned SaturW. S. Partridge is on the sick Hat
day from a two weeks' vacation in BosHe is not able to be at the store.
ton, Mass.
Elden Hall is siok with tonailitia. He
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Nason started
was obliged to leave school the 28th.
for their home in Nebraska Monday.
Mr. Slmer T. Dunn fi not well at all
Mr. William Rowe is still on the sick
now, which causes his family anxiety.
list.
Scott
Pottle was out the 27th, the flrat
held
The meeting for men only will be
at the Universalist church next Sunday time since his accident. He ia on
crutches.
evening.
Mrs. Will Has call ia Buffering from a
The prayer meeting this week is to be
fall down stairs. No bona· broken,
Lewis's.
at
{

George

deepest

friends.

—

and weekly papers that
come to us, it would seem at first that
accidents and criminal acts were much
more prevalent than a half century ago.
Well, perhaps they are. Our population
has greatly increased, and our country
seems to be the dumping ground for the
Yet an alfcum of the old countries.
lowance should be made for the seeming
aud
accident·. Every
increase in crime
event of any importance to the general
reader is at once made public by the
près*, whereas, a half century or more
ago, only the events happening near by
reached us at all. The great steamer
collision that happened on the 24th inst.
off Nantucket was fully recorded in the
next morning's papers, which had it
happened a century ago, we should have
hardly heard of it by this time.
Mechanical inventions with their complex machinery sometimes cause accidents and death even, yet the electrical
leurrent in its wonderful utility is the
means
often of saving accidents. Had
it not been for the wireless system of
telegraphy there would doubtless have
been great loss of life in that FloridaRepublic collision. This again suggests
that oft inquiry, yet unsolved,—"Is it day,
possible for inventions and improveGreenwood.
ments to multiply for a century to come,
After a week of cold, stormy, windy
as it has in the past century?" No one
what could have been more
can tell to a certainty, but with our weather,
pleasing and encouraging than to see
opportunities for study and research old
Sol once more ascending above the
being constantly augmented, we believe
it possible and probable. We are yet a hills with his smiling face, as though
to enlighten and thaw us out
anxious
young and rapidly growing nation and
and how the ice covered
the future is to be still more wonderful once more,
trees and telephone wires glittered in
in its great achievements.
his rays, as though suddenly transformed into all manner of precious gems.
West Buckfield.
Last Thursday the same mail brought
8. Μ. Bonnev has hired out to Dastine
a letter from our cousin, Mrs. Celestia
Turner and will move hie family there. us
lot*
Miss Beryl Harlow is at North Buck- M Howard, of West Minot, giving
of information about our relation, from
field at work fur Fred Heald.
bad been heard for yearn
Mrs. Joha Flag); is in very poor health. whom nothing
to the
Her daughter Aggie lias to etay at bom»· —that carried our weekly locale
a âne
from school. Mr. Flagg is at work in office. And on the same day
heifer calf was added to our stock of
the woods for Fred Cooper.
has already
Μ. Κ Bennett is also at work for Mr. cattle, which our graudbo;
taught to drink, and the way he has
Cooper.
Mrs. Isaac Turner has been having the made a pet of it reminds us of another
kind of calf which a certain people wormumps.
do to this day.
Miss Maud Smith has finished work shiped long ago and many
When Frank Morgan informed us that
for Will Pearl.
for
Mrs. Rowe is taking care of her his fox and mink pelts were good
eleveu dollars, as recently mentioned,
daughter, Mrs. Pearl.
that price
John and Irving Smith were at their we rather doubted his getting
farm last Sunday. Irving intends to for them; but now he informs us he sold
which
from
them for just that amount,
move soon.
Mrs. Thomas Bradbury returned from it is natural to infer that furs this year
the many

BackfMd.

Bethel.

West Parte.
Granite Chapter, Ο. B. 3., held a publie installation of their officer* at Mir
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
sonic Hall lut Thursday evening, there
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
being 100 or more present The officers
elect were attractively dressed in white

usual now.
Leap year has passed into history with

by the Oxford County Telephone Co.,
the following officers were elected:
Pres.—C. S.

Dudley.

Supt.—W. H. Lurvey.
Finance Com.—R. G. Stephens.
Finance Com.—W. H. Lurvey.
Directors,—Frank Warren, Jefferson Farrar,

Β. E.

Gerrlsh,Washington

Heald.
Β. E. Gerrlsh.

Treat.—Mrs.
S. B. R. Club met with Mrs. M. P.
Heald Thursday afternoon. Quotations
Current
from Henry Ward .Beecher.
event·, Mr·. George Clark. This being
the semi-annual meeting, the following

officer·

wore

elected

:

Pres.—Hattte J. Howe.

Vice Pres.—Rosetta H. Rycrson.
Sec.—Mary Δ. HeaJd.
Trees —Amanda Blsbee.
Lib.—Helen S. Robertson.

purcnase some new doom
for the library. Committee «on books,
H. S. Robertson, M. P. Heald.
There was a social dance here Friday
It was voted to

evening.
Guy Heatb,

who is at work for C. P.
Dunham of West Paris, came home for
the dance and remained until Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. 6.
Heath.
News of the death of the mother of
Rev. Chester Gore Miller has recently
Mrs. Miller's remains
been received.
were cremated and sent to California.
Mr. Pingree of North Buckfleld was
here Wednesday selling fresh fish.
0. G. Chase lost a work horse last
week and Ernest Damon found one of
his work horses dead in tho barn.

East Waterford.
J. E. Mclntire and sons, L. E. and B.
G., went to Portland Monday and returned Wednesday. Tbe sons' wives
accompanied them. The gentlemen attended Tuesday the reunion and banquet at Riverton Park of the J. E. Mclntire Association of Veteran Four Ponds
Fishermen. They report a fine time.
Alonzo Cole passed away the night of
the 28th, aged 74 year·. Dr. Williams
of Lewiston was called a week before In
consultation with tbe local physioian
and made an examination, but found the
liver so diseased nothing could be done.
A daughter, Mrs. Nichols, of Pepperell,
Mass., came Tuesday. Funeral services
will be held at ten o'clock Sunday. Interment at Pine Grove Cemetery, Norway. He leaves a widow, Mrs. Susie

(Richardson, Cummings) Cole.
Phil Rolfe's family la settled

rent over tbe store.

in the

Albany.

School in the Town House District
closed last Friday.
W. A. Bragg was in town last week.
Ada Lord called on Mrs. F. G. Sloan
one day last week.
S. G. Bean, who has been confined to
the house for several weeks, went to
Bethel last Wednesday.
Guy Cummings is working for S. G.
Bean.
Charlie Conner is hauling birch to
Isaac Morrill's mill at Bethel.
The selectmen were at the town bouse
last Tuesday.

Bast Brownfield.
unusual happenings here so I think it
time to start something new.
Miss King is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A.
I should think West Bethel correspond- F. Johnson.
ent might go down and see if Miss
Tbe Congregational Circle met at Mrs.
Β—'s pullets are laying well this winter D. E. Rounds' Jan. 27.
Mr. John Manson was a recent guest
and report to the Democrat.
Our local hunters came out of the at L. R. Giles'.
Mrs. Fred Bickford is in poor health
bunting season as usual aa far aa deer
are concerned though the most of them
after an attack of the measles.
did get their share of deer.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and Miss StickΒ. H. Child and Maurice Tracy are ney are spending a week or ten days in
Ernest
Sturtevant.
birch
for
Boston.
sawing
J. B. Peckham was in North Conway
Jan.
27.
Oxford.
The C. D. Fessendens are entertaining
Fred Hayes has gone to Baltimore.
There were no services on Snnday, the oompany.
24th, at the Congregational church.
SOLDIER BALKS DEATH PLOT.
Jan.
Rev. Mr. Newton will
no

preach there

31st.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mra. W.
E. French Wednesday afternoon.
The Hersey Guild will meet again for
a study of the early Italian paintings.
The books, pictures, etc., for their purpose are sent by Miss M. I. Corning of
Hartford, Conn.
The Pythian Sisters degree team, Mra.
Georgia Cash, district installing officer,
Mrs. Emma Holden, Mrs. Bewser, Mrs.
Twitchell, Miss Sarah Dunbar, went to
Stonebam to install the officers of the
lodge in that place.
Leon Crockett has been sipk with typhoid pneumonia, but ia improving.
Mr. Henry Bowker is quite aick with
the same sickness.
West Lovell.
Samuel H. Ring and wife of Harrison
visited Mrs. Ring'a aunts, Mra. Joan
McAllister and Mrs.
Georgia Chad-

bourne.

The men had lota of ahoveling to do
after the wind blow.
Mrs. Olden MoAlltater ia atiU quite

poorly.

W. S. Fox is drawing timber for Zaok
McAllister.
V. H. MoAUister and Mra. Georgie

Chadbourne vial ted Joan MoAlltater.

(tarai* la H*

of Maint Not··.

Unlvwdty

recent meeting of the assembly
committee C. ▲. Plumly, '00, resigned

▲t

»

EVERf WOMAN

Marked Down

System.

SHOULD

BEAD THIS.

hie position u chairman, and · few days
later W. S. Conner. 00, wu eleoted by
Tbo number of disease* peculiar to
the committee to fill this vaoancy. Tbe
woman Is such that we believe this space
date· for the two aaaembliea bave not
would hardly contain a mere mention of
been fixed aa yet, but it ia probable that
and it Is a fact that most of
their
the flrat one will be held about the mid- these names,
diseases are of a catarrhal nature, j
dle of February. Theae college aaaemA woman cannot be well if there is a
bliea take tbe place of the fraternity
of the catarrhal germs in ber
trace
each
dancee which were formerly held
Now is the time to secure one of the most comfortable
system.
year by the variou· fraternities.
Come
Some women think there is no help for
to ride.
a
Professor Huddliaton recently gave
garments a lady can have who is obliged
tbem. We positively declare this to be
low prices
lecture in Bangor on "Stricken Italy."
we
will
and
over
them
look
you
of
and
give
rare
this
in
are
so
We
idea.
mistaken
a
It ie said by all who were present that that we offer to
supply medicine absoon them.
the word-pictures drawn by Prof. Hudlutely free of all cost in every instance
dliaton of old Messina and ita surroundfalls to give entire satisfaction
it
where
ings were very vivid and very intereet- or does not substantiate our claims.
Ing.
With this understanding, no woman
The one hundredth anniversary of tbe
of
be should hesitate to believe our honesty to
will
birth of Abraham Lincoln
or hesitate to put our claims
purpose,
and
Maine
of
observed by the Univeraity
Sale. Then
a test.
Saturday, Jan. 93rd, we shall open a Rummage
all other land-grant colleges in the UnitThere is only one way to cure Catarrh.
are shop-worn,
that
rethose
be
but
will
It
12.
not
nice
fresh
on
sale
on
ed States
shall put
February
goods
That way is through the blood. Tou we
membered that it was chiefly due to the
We shall not list
use all the scuffs, douches or like remnants and small lots that we are anxious to close.
efforts of Preeident Lincoln that the may
without getting more
for
remedies
years
next
Saturday.
land-grant colleges were founded. A than temporary relief at best. Catarrh Is them but will be glad to show them to one week from
memorial tablet bearing the Gettyaburg
is carried
That
a germ.
caused
germ
by
time
some
Oar first White Sale for 1Θ0Θ will be
address, purchased by popular sub- by the blood to the innermost part of
scription of tbe students, will be placed the
membrane
some
mucous
show
bargains.
in Feb'y, when we expect to
system until the
in one of the University Buildings on
is broken, irritation and inflammation
February 12.
SINCERELY,
YOURS
mucus results,
a
flow
of
and
The trials for the assignment of parts produced,
and you can probably realize bow silly it
in the play, "Much Ado About Nothing1'
Is to attempt to cure such an ailment
were held by tbe dramatic club shortly
unless you take a medicine that follows
after the Christmas recess. Tbe followtbe same course a· the germ or parasite.
of
first
choice
of
the
list
is
a
parts:
ing
Rezall Mucu-Tone Is scientifically preBenedict, Fassett, '10.
pared from tbe prescription of an emiBeatrice, Petty, Ί0.
nent physician who for thirty years made
Claudio, Gilbert. '09.
Don Pedro, O. A. W>kefleld, '11.
his specialty Câtarrb, and with this

Ml FUR DRIVING COATS
RUMMAGE SALE.

S. a & L S. PRINCE,

Lorato, Htgglne, '09.
Antonio, Sumner, Ή.
Conrade, Panons, 11, Pond, '11.
Dogberry, Halns, '09.
Verges, wood, '11.
Hero, Severens, 10.
Urania, Walte, 11.
Friar. D. G. Brown, 11.
Don John, Lycette, '11.
Boracbus and Margaret have not yet
been chosen.
Speoial vesper services were held in

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

medicine be averaged Θ8 per cent, of
where It was employed. No other
remedy is so properly designed for the
ailments of woman. It will purify and
enrich the blood, stop mucous discharge,
destroy all germ matter, remove all impurities from the system, soothe, heal

cures

and strengthen tbe

bring about
strength.

a

mucous

A Genuine Stock Reducing

Sale of High Glass Suits
and Pants for Boys and
Children and Overcoats
for Men.

tissues, and

good feeling of health

aod

memory of Prof. Estabrooke on Sunday,
We want you to try Rezall Mucu-Tone
Jan. 10, in tbe chapel. The Rev. Leroy on our guarantee. If you are not benethe
of
Universalist
W. Coons, pastor
fitted, or for any reason not satisfied,
church at Augusta, was the speaker at simply tell us and we will hand back
the vesper services Sunday, Jan. 17.
your money. Rezall Mucu-Tone comes
Rev. A. R. Scott of the Unitarian church, in two sizes, 50c. and $1.00. F. A. Shurton
led
the
services
Sunday,
Bangor,
iefT & Co., South Paris, Maine.

Jan. 24.
Tbe following is the program of tbe
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
Dedicatory Exercises of the Hall of
Agriculture held in Alumni Hall,.WedInland Fisheries and β am·.
nesday, January 20, 1Θ0Θ:
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
Music,
University οi Maine Glee Club
Rev. Alva Roy Scott. will (ire a Public hearing in Its room (office of
Prayer,
flab and Qame Commissioners) at tbe 8tate
Report of the Building Committees.
Presentation of the Building to the State,
House In Augusta,
by Hon. Bdward B. Wine low, Pres. of the
On Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 2 P. M.
Board of Trustees.
No. 1, on petitions of W. F. Bean and A. L.
Acceptance of tbe Building In behalf of tbe State, BowkerandSS
others, praying that tbe 8onth
Governor Bert M. Fernald. and Round
ponds, In Greenwood, Oxford CounRemarks,
be opened to Ice Ashing after Feb. 1 of each
ty,
D.
LL.
Hon. Payson 8mlth,
for 5 rears.
State Supt. of 8chools. year
At Hall of Representatives, State Honse,
Music,
University of Maine Orchestra.
Wednesday, Feb. 10. at 2 P. M.
Dedicatory Address,—"The Development of our
No. 19, on petition of the Maine Sportsmen's
American Agriculture, what It Is and what
Fish
and
tiame Association for an Increased
It means,"
Eugene Davenport, LL. D
Dean of the College of Agriculture, Univer- Appropriation for tbe operation of tbe fish
and feeding stations and for the prohatcheries
sity of Illinois.
Music,
University of Maine Band, tection of flab, with accompanying resolve.
At their room (office of Fish ami Oame Cominspection of tho Building.
State House,
The semi-annual meeting of tbe Presi- missioners)
Wednesday, Feb. 17,2 P. M.
dents of New England Agricultural
No. 14, on an Act creating an open time on
and black squirrels.
Colleges was held in connection with gray
On petition of II. M. Stone and others, resithe dedicatory exercises.
dents of Otisfleld and vicinity, asking that
Tbe speeches were very interesting Moose and Saturday ponds be closed to Ice fishand in each case they met with the ing for 5 years.
Petition of W. E. Sirgent and others of
hearty applause of an audience which Hebron and vicinity asking
for regulations upon
taxed Alumni Hall to overflowing. The fiKhlng In tbe tributaries to Marshall pond, Ozinford
«
and
other
remarks of tbe governor
county.
troductory speakers were short in order
Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2 P. M.
No. 9, on petlUons of L. K. Rowley and 25
to give tbe bulk of the time to tbe prinothers, asking for change In law on fishing In
cipal speaker of tbe occasion. Tbe paper 8onth
Bog, so-called, Range ley Lake and In
read by Mr. Davenport was of a bigbly Rangeley Stream and on petition of Hon. W. P.
asking for a change In tbe
interesting nature to all those who are Fryeonand 05 others
fishing In Kennebsgo Stream.
interested in the furtherance of tbe law
Wednesday, March 3rd, 2 P. M.
science of Agriculture and tbe promotion
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of
of tbe general welfare of the nation.
Rrooklln and vicinity asking fora law to prevent
The legislature is now in session at tbe bunting of deer with horns or bells or otherAugusta and it is hoped that every citi- wise.
On Rill, an Act to regulate the taking of fish
zen of the state fully realizes the needs from Lower Kezar pond, In Fryeburg, Oxford
of the University of Maine. Tbe great County.
On BUI, an Act to regulate the length of trout
benefit of an appropriation such as tbe
that may be taken In lakes and ponds at nine
board of trustees recommends would be inches.
realized and appreciated uot only by
HARRY M. B1GELOW, Secy.
those immediately connected with the
university itself but by the sons and
State Lands and State Road·.
daughters of the state of Maine in tbe
The Committee on State Lands and State
generations to come. The entering class Roads
will give a Public beating In Its room at
this year is tbe smallest in several years, the State House
In Augusta,
not
tbe
total
Including
registration,
yet
On Tuesday, Keb. 9,1909, at 2 o'clock,
tbe law school, is over six hundred.
No. 60, on bill entitled "An Act to improve the
Public Highways of Maine by RegulaUng the
There is but one public dormitory on width
of Tires upon Wagons Made for Carrying
tbe campus and this building was built Heavy Loads."
to accomodate seventy-two students.
Tuesday, Feb. 2,1<>09, at 2 P. M.
No 51, "An act to amend sections one, .two,
Tbe fraternity houses connected with
three, four, five, elz, seven, eight, nine, twelve
the university will accommodate in round and
thirteen of chapter 112, P. L. 1907, relating
numbers about three hundred and fifty to
highways.
men, and thus there is left a balance of
about two hundred men who muat live
Publie Building· and («round·.
away from the college, put op with poor
The Committee on Public Buildings and
accommodations, and in many cases pay Ground· will give a Public bearing In Representunreasonable prices for them. It is ative»' Ball at tbe State House In Augusta,
On Wednesday, Feb. 10,1909, at two o'clock In
known that each year many students are
the afternoon, on thi "Resolve In favor of the
kept from coming here by this fact enlargement of tbe State House, or tbe erection
alone.
of a suitable state office building adjacent
The final examinations for tbe fall thereto."
semester began on Saturday, Jan. 23,
and will ena on Friday, Jan. 20. The
Interior Watsri.
The Committee on Interior Water· will give a
spring term begins Monday morning,
Public
hearing In lte room at the State House In
Feb. 1.
Augusta,
Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1909, at i o'clock, P. M.
No. II, on an Act to Incorporate the AndrosWASHINGTON ONCE GAVE UP
coggin Reservoir Company and to authorize it to
to three doctors; was kept in bed for construct, acquire ana maintain a reservoir or
five weeks. Blood poison from a spi- storage basin on the Magallowav River at or
near the head of Azlscohoe Kalis In Mncoln
der's bite caused large, deep lores to cov- Plantation in the County of Oxford for tbe purer .his
The dootors failed, then pose of maintaining a more constant fle w of
"Bucklen's Arnica Salve completely water In th<3 Magailoway and Androscoggin
Rivers for use for power and manufacturing
cured me," writes Jobn Washington of
purposes.
FRED H. BARTLKTT, Secretary.
Bosqueville, Tex. For eczema, bolls,
burns and piles it's supreme. 25c at F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drag store.
Salarie· and Fe«a.
in

The

Do Not Abuse Them.

Strength

comes

trains but does

by

use

not strain.

And

of not wanting money tied up in winter goods—the
that a loss now is better than certain loss in the
future—the reason that I never carry goods over a season,
will not admit of it.
my motto of up to the second clothes
Sale begins Monday, Jan. 26, at 8:30 A.
M. and continues until Saturday evening,
Jan.

EYES EVERY DAY.

Our kind.

Glasses.

S.

RICHARDS,

$15.00

6 Pleasant

Providence

Washington Fire Ins. Co.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Assets Dec. 31,1908.

Real Estate

None

Bill· Receivable
Interest and Rent·,
All other Assets,

None
None
$3,470,878 00
158,398 86
335,839 14
28,397 41
12,547 42
None

G roes Asset·
Deduct Items not

$2,996,060 82
311 06

Mortage Loan·
Collator·! Loans
8tocks and Bond·,
Cash Id Office and Bank,
Agent·' Balance·,

admitted

Admitted Assets,
$2,990,749 26
Liabilities Dec. 31,1908.
It seemed to J. A. Stone, a oivil war
$ 278,136 24
veteran of Kemp, Tex., that a plot ex- Net Unpaid Losses,
Premiums
1,765,062 18
isted between a desperate lung trouble Unearned
48,000 00
All other Liabilities,
and the grave to cause his death. "I Cash Capital,
OOOOuOOO
84
over
all
404,060
contracted a stubborn cold," be writes, Surplus
Liabilities,
"that developed a cough that stuck to
Total Liabilities and Surplus
$3,996,749 36
me, in spite of all remedies for years.
Messrs. W. J. WHKKLKR A CO.. Agents,
South Paris, Maine.
My weight ran down to 130 pounds. 5-7
Then I began to use Dr. King's New Discovery, which restored my health completely. I now weigh 178 pounds."
London Assurance
For severe Colds, obstinate Coughs,
LONDON.
and
to
Hemorrhages, Asthma,
prevent
Asset· Dec. 81,1908.
Pneumonia It's unrivaled. 60c and 91.00.
Mil
Beat Estate
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by P. A. Mortgage Loans
Nil
Nil
Collateral Loans
Shurtleff & Co.
71
and
Bonds
$2,554,145
Stocks
177,910 90
Cash In Offlce and Ban':,
454,978 39
Charles Webber, 60 years old, com- Agent·' 3alancea,
10 58
mitted suicide at Auburn Sunday bj lull· Recel table,
81,813 91
Intereatand Rent·
shooting himself in the head. He had All other Aueta
6,664 27
been suffering from
melanoholia for
Gτο·β Assets
$3,225,013 76
about two years. In the hunting season
76,045 07
Deduct Items not admitted,
be was employed as a guide and was
known among Boston and New Tork
Admitted Assets,..,
$3,14?,967 69
Liabilities Dec. 31,1908.
sportsmen. A widow and four children
survive.
$ 201,867 00
Net Unpaid Loues
1,863,983 33
Unearned Premiums
99,066 13
If Fou Ar· m Trill· Seasltlv·
All other Liabilities
635,000 00
About tbe size of your nboei, It'· tome satisfac- Deposit Capital,
83
369.061
Liabilities
all
over
tion to know that many people can wear shoes a Surplus
sice smaller by sprinkling Allen's root·JEaaeInto
69
and
$3,148,967
Liabilities
Total
Surplus
them. Just the thing for Patent Iieather Shoes,
W. J. WHEKLIR Λ CO., Agents,
and for breaking In Mew Shoes. 8old EverySooth Parla, Maine.
where, Vo.
I 5-7

10.00

$5.50 Boys'

Corporation,

|

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
A Met· Dec. 31,1908.
Real Eatate
$ 191,190 66
281,760 00
Mortgage Loan·,
Collateral Loana
231,646 88
Stocks and Bonds
6,448,780 00
Cash In office and Bank,
138,816 01
667,179 81
Agenta' Balancée,
Interest and Rente
73,683 66
tiro·a Aaaeta
Deduct items not admitted

$6,923,044 03
81,ίο» 70

Admitted Aaaeta
$6,841,834 32
Liabilities Dec 31,1908.
Net Unpaid Losses,
9 336,418 43
Unearned Premiums
3,846,888 49
Caah Capital
760,000 00
Surplua over all LlablllUea,
1,919,627 41
Total Liabilities and Surplus
$6341,834 S3
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent·,
6-7
Sooth Paris, Mains.

44

...

00

44

3·5θ
2.75

44

Overcoats

Young Men's Overcoats...
44

Suits.

"

5.25

Child's Knee Pants.

2.98

$1.00 Child's Pant·....79c

2.68

85c

2-37
1.68

75C

65c

-1.2S

44

65c

Child's Pants

50c

1.38

44

*'

44

44

44

49c

44

44

39c

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

739

638

...

.$3 78

•

J.

$8.68

59C

FurnUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

SPECIAL SALE
OF

Brand

Hatchet

CANNED GOODS.
Strictly First duality

at

the

10 per cent, discount on
Assorted to suit.
en lot.

one

doz-

Price of Medium

Quality.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
βα MARKBT

SOUTH

8QUAH.BI,

MATXB

PARIS,

Don't

Miss

tne

Days' Sale

4

...

OF ALL MY

...

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Winter Underwear ?

Hosiery

Beginning Wednesday morning,

large box at

Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co.f |

44

Feb. 3,

F. A. SHURTLEFF Λ CO.'S.

The

450

2 00

Your money back if It don't Gives im-l
mediate relief from heartburn, sour stonvach, stomach distress and sick hoa/fa^hf. I

»

44

..$10.98
8.98

Overcoats.

See Our Window Display.

Cures Dyspepsia.

UOTICfc.

5.00
4

Γ1Ι-ΟΝΑ

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executors of the
last will and testament of
ISAAC DAVIS, late of Fnreburg,
in the County of Oxford, deoeaaecf. All persons
having demanda agalnat the estate of said deceased are daalred to present tbe aame tor aettlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
FRED C. DAVIS.
Jan. 19th, 1909.
EDWARD N. DAVIS.

Kersey
44

44

44

Hawkins, Spitting, Snuffles,

cents a

Black

one.

9.00
7.50 Youths' Overcoats

A complete outfit, which consists of a
hard rubber pocket inhaler, a bottle of
Hyomei, and a unique dropper for filling
the inhaler, only costa one dollar, ana
If an extra bottle is afterwards needed
the price is only 60 cents.
Hyomei is a healing, antiseptic balsam, I
taken from tbe mighty eucalyptus trees
in the health-giving forests of Australia,
where diseases of the respiratory tract
are unknown.
All the sufferer has to do is to inhale I
tbe antiseptic air of Hyomei over tbe
flamed parts where the germs are entrenched, three or four times a day.
It cures congha, colds, asthma, bay I
fever and croup without stomach dosing.

50

in every

11.00 and (2.00 Black Beaver

in-1

St.. South Pari·. Me.

a

13.00

|

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.

strong

saving opportunities

lief in fivie minâtes.
It is such a remarkable cure, and so I
positive in its action, that F. A. Sburtleff & Co. go so far as to guarantee it |
to care catarrh or money back.

These defects may seem small,
yet if left to themselves they
will grow. The thing that will
stop them is Glasses. Proper

30,1Θ0Θ.

chance like this before it slips away—
values as good as gold are now offered at a fraction of
their worth. Read these items, there's a mine of money

Grip

Hyomei (pronounced Hlgh-o-me) will j
give tbe sufferer from catarrh joyful re-

YOUR

THEN YOU ARE INJURIN0

now

reason

Must Qo Too.

ache or pain about the Eyes, if
there is a dimness, or the letters seem doubled or mixed,

as

early

reason

Catarrh flust Go.

there is a hint or sign of strain,
if there are spots before the
Eyes at times, if there is a head-

bought heavily

fall and winin former years, maybe a little

weather of the

I find my store packed full of choice merchandise that should be in the hands cf my customers.
That's the reason for the prices—that plain common sense

Augusta,

If

reason—warm

heavier, and

Tne Committee on Salaries and Fees will give
Pnbilc bearing in its room at the State House

that

I

ter.

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 1909, at 4 o'clock. P. M.
No. 7, on an Act to amend chapter 117 of tbe
Public Laws of 190% relating to compensation of
county commissioners, ana pertaining to the
•alary of county commissioner· for the county
of Oxford, fixing same at $600 per year and
actual expenses.
D. M. LIBBY, Secretary.

Eyes,

Use Your

a

beautiful, up

quality

leg.

a

sale of odds and ends, but a genuine clearance of
A sale where
to the second garments.
is on the top shelf but price on the cellar.

Not
new,

I

continuing through the week.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MARKET

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A Cash Sale

Thursday

Penley & Plummer's,
ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

b gallons Oil 65c.
3 cans Salmon 25c.
bounces Nutmeg: 5c.
Dur 60c. Tea at 40c.
Fancy Rio Coffee 16c. per lb.
20c. Chocolates 18c. per lb.

Cheese 16c. per pound.
2 lbs. Α. & Η. Brand Soda 10c.
3 lbs. Cream Corn Starch 26c.
1 peck Onions 26c.
Blue Bibbon Raisins 10c.
β lbs. Pop Corn 25c.

Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, South Paris.
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meeting Wclnee-lay evening

"aver

On

J.

Wallace

Sunday, preaching

ig till·—bat we refrain.

M1m Joel β Poe ter spent

Cbcsbro,
*
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ivwt&SiJAllare

*Unlvereallet Church,
JJl. Little. P^·
We*y Junior Union at 3 30
ν

a

To Make AmUmt Mala· Lake.

few

days

pobtion

or

THa

magalloway

val-

DRUG OLEBKS

REVOLTS AT COLD 8TKSL.
"Tour only bop·," Mid three doctor·
I prepare you for State Board Exto Mr·. M. B. Fisher, Detroit, M lob., *ufierio?4rom severe rectal trouble "He· In aminations in the
an operation." "then I naed Dr. King'· time.
References from my successNew Life Pill·," «be write·, "till wholly
ful students furnished. Address,
cured." They prevent
Appendicitis,
A. P. PIERCE,
25c at P.
core Connu pat Ion, Headache.
A
Preble
St., Portland, Me.
A. Shurtleff & Co.'· drag store.
30
M

NOEWAT.

Mai·· New· Nmm.

in

he took part.

of Monmouth, Andrews of
Edwards of Lewiston and
Dexter.

Androscoggin River may be conveniently divided into two parts. About
two-thirds of this water shed drains into
four great lakes, three of which are
wholly in Maine and one, Umbagog,
partly in Maine and partly in New
the

"The Deacon," a five-act drama, will
be presented by the senior class of P. H.
S. in New Hall Friday evening, Feb. 19.
The cast of characters will be given next
week.

Wlldey Encampment,
Augusta, Fellows'
Hail, second and fourth Friday Even
of Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge

Sawyer

No. 68, meets
month.

on

first

and third Friday of eact
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any

Wilson,

$12.00

profit for us, but
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season.

good quality.

srv-

now

f°ree*rJ,

from^the
for

/

J*™
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"Vj^workmak'nR
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'

for

F.

pur190S 1 y
Hart Schaffner &i Marx
are now

are now
are now

$14.00

F.

some

plain color·

were

$1.00,

one-half price.

marked down.

$8.00, now $3.98.
$5.98,

in need of Ladies' or Children's Coats we can show you many

HALF PRICE.

Ladies' and Children's Fura at a great diacount.

or

Have tough, sound feet
a

Bottle.

F.

CO.

A

A.

«III'BTLEFF A

CO.

he securities held
on
depositor and any possible shrinkage
in 1872, has a record
established
This
Bank.
Bank,
the
by
extending over a third of a century for the prompt and efficient handling of the business of its customers and during
this time no depositor has ever lust a dollar.

Capital, Surplus and Profits

ity

of

with additional Stockholders' Liabilassurance of absolute security of our

together

$50,000.00 give

depositors'

money.

The officers will be

Banking relations with you

at any

your interests
business to this Bank.

selves to

serve

glad

time and

faithfully

talk

to

pledge

over

them-

when you intrust your
v

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

PanaDRESS SKIRTS, several lots of leading styles, mostly made of Chiffon

at

little, hard

In choosing your Bank, always remember that it is Capital,
the deposSurplus and Undivided Profits that give security to
between
stands
what
is
you as a
itor, because that money

of $96,500.00,

60c.

ONE LOT of out-size skirts, 28 .to 30 inch «alst measure, were

or

What Makes a Bank Strong?

Silk
SHIRT WAISTS, nearly all shades and styles, includes Lawns, Batiate,

■tylea

corn—big

)MHIIIHHHIIIIIIlMaB>iii<miinau»»iiwiwniww»«

and dark
ONE LOT Waiatlrga, in wool and cotton, very desirable, light

are

SUl'RTLKFF * CO.

or new.

SUrilTLEKK

A.

Our

ONE LOT, 52, 56 inches wide, in light and dark mixture·, were

If you

A.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

$14.00

25c.

$4.98.

F.

CO.

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,

$10.00
$12.00

to this sale.

ONE LOT, 36 inch wide, in very desirable color·,

now

Trades in Suit Cases,

Special

AT THE PHARMACY OF*

$ 7-5°

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

and

$1.50.

Only 13 Cents

Copyright

DRESS GOODS

$7.75

for

TRY IT—Don't suffer.
Money back if it fails.

go without your share.

one lot that was

a

eHVRTLEFP A

A.

soft, old

never

On many lots you
one-half and you cannot afford to let these bargains

ma, and grey mixture·.

and

It will get rid of any

THE PRE-STOCK TAKING SALE.

all

;

Does the Work.

NORWAY,

are

for $2.50; Evangeline $3 00 kind for
lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

$3.50 grade

in the

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

and Lace Net, these

small

Bert's Corn Cure

are now

now

a

Tolopliotic 110-8.

H. B. FOSTER,

bade·,

kind for $2.00; and

LOT OF WOMEN'S SOROSIS

Fur and Pur Lined Coats at Cost.

·

00

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Our Men's $20 Suits and Overcoats

now

$4
$4.03
$2 50; Iroquois $3

a

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

$15 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's $18 Suits and Overcoats

now

for

We Also Have Some

Our Men's

50c,

selling

and Walk Over

we

line of Patent Leather Fitzu
grade for $3.00 ; Fitzu $3.50 kind

; and

00

Pumps $2.50 grade

are now

can save

Pythian Block.

τ

iVe Still Have a Good Line
)f Men's Walk Over Shoes

styles

neglect coming

CO.,

TRUST

Market Square,

$2.00

Our Men's $10 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's $12 Suits and Overcoats

Do not

today.

us

South Paris, Maine.

of your

to

US GROW

check account with

a

PARIS

The

and here.

1

WdteÎ. ib;

by opening

brown,

was

purpose to

AND QROW WITH US

are

Clothing

good, stylish clothing

chase
than

worthy

opportunity

better

a

ÏSJS&5"V; jfïïî,V"'
ϊ;Τ'V.°.T*ib°°b

are

There

attention.

)Z "L.

"dJ'5™

All

our

profitable.

WATCH

The suits include

overcoats ; all

Norway

The $5.00 kind, calf lined a<id heavy soles, which

of
we

Many styles

gray, etc.

Clothing at Real Bargains.

Is called to the fact that it is

encour-

over-

Goods that

in various shades of

g!od

ΟΊ·5»·

glad to do it to

The

lot of different cuts and

a

Youths'

cut.

are

YOUR ATTENTION

this season's make and the latest models.

on

or

South Parie

no

We have noth-

fully guarantee.

can

35c.

or

Pair

F. H. NOYES CO.

wear

in stock but what is

ing

to

Suit

a

HELP US CLEAN UP STOCK.

We've marked

of the clothes.

to

and Children's

and

below the actual worth

ÎSTm!

Î-hX.
"S
.Lois..

lots of

winter suits,

our

prices

|

i\

Huit"
ϊ£Γ«Τ5Χ
«"ch

this

Overcoat.
Trousers.
each Piece of Underwear.

$6.00 on
$1.00 on a

to

a

tomer's relation with this bank satisfactory

in the year to

purchaser

reason

no

once.

handle any business entrusted to us in such a
fair and liberal manner as to make the cus-

balance of our winter stock at

t^i

s·.·»·

the

WINTER CLOTHING

there is
any inducement to you

Reefers, Ulsters, Work Coats

LUMBER

we are

coats, ulsters and furs.

Tete;uhon:\crpp£^
;Γ'£."«ίΠ' ·ί.
JTUSSSftS» ά'

give

down

j

lood

coming

people to build.

Early enough

price· on ail our

Fur Coats at Big Reductions.

per Thousand.

of Men's

sport-1

H;"„Tb3T *ii5.
andIL,^'t

loc.

sumner.

Mark Down Sale

[

.Τίν.·°»«

40c.

dwelling houses in

Κ IB CD.

Jife-

'jiss:

the

factory on snow.
This price is actual cost, and leaves

age

our

Our Reduced Prices Make
Saving to You of
$2.00

This offer must be accepted promptly, in
order to secure the lumber, as we cannot agree
to furnish more than we can get delivered to
our

prices

are

cannot sell you at

we

We will furnish to any one that will build
dwelling houses at South Paris or West Paris,
during the summer of 1909, hemlock lumber at
Twelve Dollars per Thousand Feet, at our
yards in South Paris and West Paris.

I

the|

will build

place during

particularly!

CJubat

af^Γ°"οηTbe

if low

now

acquainted with the conditions

HEMLOCK

owi

have]

one

that

one

either

up!
|

ί

that

why

in South Paris and West Paris, knows that
It is almost imposmore houses are needed.
sible to find a vacant rent in either village, and
we have decided to make the following offer to

are!

■

We have been changing

so

Do You Want to
Own a House?

I

51™.™

Is There Any Reason Why You
Should Not Have the New
Suit or Overcoat—NOW Ρ

ANY Druggist CAN supply you. Sc. size Free.
PURiriMA, Utw Tut CMy,
What Bt lTKR Proof ?

Waterford, Jan. 28, Alonzo Cole, aged

In East
74 years.
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K.ot P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Bloc)
Mise Alma S'urtevanf, who went from
Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyci
Dover to Boulder, Col., several years every
Y. P. C. C. a»7 p. *·
Ρ M.
D vision, No. 13, meet* third Friday of oocl
ago, has been appointed clerk of courts month. Lake Assembly, No. 38. P. S., second
•TAT&D ΜΚΚΓΙΚΰβ.
fourth Friday evenings of each month.
Hampshire. The Androscoggin River in Boulder County. Mies Sturtevaut was and
P. of H.-Norway Orange meets second and
Tbe Euterpan Club meets this Monday has its source in
as stenographer for
Lake.
Umbagog
employed
formerly
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall
afternoon with Miss S. M. Wheeler. The
The Burplue of freshet waters of these Hon. F. £. Guernsey.
G. A. It.-Harry Rust Poet, No. M, meets li
I.oTo F.-Mount Mlca
New G. A. B. -{all on the first Tuesday Evening
opera to be studied is Martha, and the great lakes is fairly well controlled by a
In te, Thnraday e*enln« of eac
u
There is no serious stringency in the of each month.
Kncampment. Urst and thlni *oa , tTenlng« second part of the programme is devot- series of dams owned by the Union WaW. B. C.—Meets In New G. A. B. Hall, Mon
of each mo η th.
money market over Bangor way, or
fl. H. A. Beach.
Kebekah Lodge. No. ed to Mrs.
ter Power Co. at the outlets of the three
everting.
failure to appreciate a good thing in tbe day
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets li
Krldaye of each
and by a dam on the Anin
Maiue
lakes
rural
carriers
made
short
The
trips
entertainment line. The Merry Widow New G. A.B. Hall, on the first and third Wed
month In iMdkellows ua■
New Hamp>-0. us, meets Saturday, J. F. King on No. 1 comiug droscoggin River at Errol,
evenings of each month.
played to a total bueinees of over $4000 needay
- — ; nearest to covering his route.
Ο U. Α. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
shire, a short distance from Umbagog at its three
in that city
They
performances
at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesda;
meets
No. 10,
month. In U. A. lLMau.
Lake and which holds the waters of the
A. did a t care to take too many chances of
last week.
Uullee of tbe
evening.
river and flows them back into Umbagog
C. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 189, meeti
·"·'*«· - getting where they couldn't get back.
The two torpedo boat destroyers, sscond and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacli
Lake.
There will be a meeting of the Uni<*■» «·«<·
The remainder of the water shed, be- Drayton and Paulding, building at the month.
cun'«l·».
D. O. G. C.—Norwav Commandory, No. 247,
a m Wl Uilitl Tuewi.y evenlnga Ο *
versalis! Women's Mission Circle at the
ing about .one-third of the whole water plant of the Bath Iron Work*, will be m ."et β second and fourth Thursday evenings ol
vestry of the Universalis church Tues- shed of the head waters of the Andros- launched in Juue and July. Work wan j each month
«—».» day afternoon at three o'clock. Every coggin River, drains into the Magallo- commenced upon them about a year ago j K. G. E.—Oxford Caetlo, No. 2, meets in Byer.
to
one invited to attend, whetl^r members wav
River and they will probably be ready to turn son hall, every Thursday evening. September to
River. The Magalloway
and fourth Monday* of
I
May, first ami third Thursday evenings, May
or not.
empties in the Androscoggin River over to the Navy department next fall. September.
e^hmonU,.
have been
Brook. Lodge. No. 181.
a small
No definite arrangements
The hearing on the South Paris water above the dam at Errol but only
and fourth We.lne.la, evening.
or freshet waters of made as to the sponsors of the craft.
Plenty of snow for business, surely.
bill, referred to the judiciary committee I part of the surplus
Ladies' night at Oxford Lodge, No. 18,
can
be
retained
River
by
Lodge. No SI. meeu every of the legislature, has been set for the I the Magalloway
Lemont
S.
Silas
Officer
Police
Special
F. and A. M., will be held on Wednesrr ay evening at Pythian HaU.
afternoon of Tuesday, Feb. 23, when it I the dam at Errol, because Umbagog was shot in the groin while on duty in 1
Feb. 10. Supper will be
will be first on the day's calendar, and Lake has a very limited capacity as a Portland Saturday night by two men' day evening,
Mrs. F. A. Taylor visited in Bucktield
Same rules
at 7 o'clock sharp.
storage basin and that lake can be read- whom he had bailed and asked to ex- served
will have the right of way.
week.
last
A
a few days
as to admission aa in former yeara.
ily tilled from its own water shed and
went
bullet
The
bueiness.
their
is
Ladies'
in
town
The young ladies who are now
time is expected.
night
big
from th<a over-flow from the great lakes plain
Mrs. Agues Morton spent a few days
in the ;
of the two club* known as We Are in Maine above it. Consequently, most through the groin and lodged
the Masonic affair of tbe season.
always
a Fort laud last week.
narrow
Seven and the Β U. M. S. have combin- nf the freshet waters coming down the officer's trousers. It was a
j The electric car left the rails on Sun■
but the wound will not be fatal.
George R. Morton and Alton C. Wheel- ed under tie name of Sports, and
River are discharged through escape,
day evening opposite the Universalis!
Magalloway
the wound, the officer church. Some delay only. No damage.
er were at Augusta last Tuesday.
making the most of the
the dam at Errol, New Hampshire, and Notwithstanding
but
a
chased the men for
they got No injury.
while,
outdoor »re thus wasted.
for snowshoeing and other
ν
Ε Morse read at an entertainment
and have not yet been apprehend- :
A large delegation from Norway went
The object of this bill is to provide a away,
at South Portland last Monday evening. sports.
I to Lewiston Monday to attend the theaed.
of the Young means for holding and storing this surfair
A
représentâtion
visited
has
rellr 1) M.Stewart
beeiv*
Kennebec Journal: It will give Maine ire. "The Merry Widow." Special
plus of freshet waters from the Magalloof the
few days by hie mother, Mrs. People's Cbristiau Union
some point above where a new and very direct interest in the turned after the entertainment reaching
at
River
way
the
district
versalist church attended
Stewart of Lewistoo.
River empties into the work upon tbe Panama canal if that Norway about 1:30. Tbe company remeeting which was held at Norway Sun- the Magalloway
but very modAndroscoggin River.
The clerks' ball at Norway Tuesday day evening. There were also
proposed $1,000,000 plant is located at port a most pleasant trip
of the water shed of Bowdoinham for the purpose of trans- erate from the city. Nearly seventy left
«ill draw the usual number of at the
careful
A
study
from
a
meeting good delegation
the Magalloway River has been made forming Bowdoinhara clay into Portland the Norway station.
»«J vectMor, from >bi. »Mtoge. West Paris.
and David A. Jordan
luring the past four or five years by cement for use at the isthmus. It has ; Capt. M. P. Stiles
Mr* \V. 0. Frothingham was called
West Paris Lodge of Odd Fellows
engineers, and a often been demonstrated in our nation-, were at Albany Thursday and Friday on
hydraulic
competent
the
sue.·
tv
Maine last week, by
have accepted an invitation to visit Mt. I
been found on this river where al history that Maine clay is of the business.
len death on Monday of her mother, Mica Lodge aud work the second degree.
Evangelist Corbett, after a very sucdam can be erected and a storage basin right constituency for great things, and
Mrs. Mark Leigbton.
I hey will come on the evening of I created capable of holding about eight so there is nothiug surprising in this cessful series of meetings at the M. E.
church in this village, closed his labors
Feb. 11th. Mooami Lodge of trillion cubic feet of water; or, in other latest
proposition.
vrthur J. Daniels, who is employed in Thursday
Sunday and returned to his home.
o« tr.°™ Mechanic Falls and Nezinscott Lodge
i»
·» ·.ink at Berlin. N. H.,
words, about one-half the quantltv reGeo. A. B. Farnham, adjutant general
The upper primary school was not In
Bucktield have also been invited to
aineii bv the dams of the Union Water
work for a while on accont of his tiealtb.
on the etaff of Gov. Fernald, returned session
Thursday, owing to the sickness
present the same evening.
I'ower Company at the outlets of the
and is with his mother here.
from Washington Thursday. While in of Misa Gardner, the teacher.
to.
referred
lakes
four
H.
Alfred
Taxes
DeWar
Collector
he requested of the
xt «toon's bi« Uncle Tom's Cabin Cou»
The Sunday afternoou sacred concert
The water shed of the Magalloway Washington
for
that a regiment of regular in- at the
here tbis Monday evening, made his annual sale of real estate
nanv
Opera House was well attended.
River above the point where it is pro- partment
»
o'clock
at
of
1906
taxes
with
into
to
detailed
be
camp
go
V after all the years tbie play has been delinquent
The collection at the close of tho exerto build the new dam contains fantry
of
posed
total
number
The
the
at
Maine
Monday
morning.
house.
the
two
Augueta
regiments
cises for the widow of the late Rev. JaiLe road will still draw a large
lbout 250 square miles, and is entirely
parcels sold was eight, of which seven I
coming summer. Gen. Farnham was in- bez E. Budden amounted to about
lames F. Macv of Portland treasurer were taxed to resident owners and one I :overed with forest.
no definite
that
formed
arrangements
twenty dollars. The programme was:
At the site of the proposed dain, the
the
on
.1 the Mason Manufacturing Co., '»*>» j non-reeideut. The total tax
could be made at this time, bùt that it frayer,
Rev. B. S. Hideout
a narrow gorge bethrough
■iver
comes
»
few
fcr
hm
day.
that somo infantry would Response,
fight parcels was §110 24. Five of the
Congregational Choir.
and borings made was probable
the
weeu
mountains,
β
the
Choir,
at
lfnlver<allet
factory.
* rue business
company
Quartet,
parcels, with a tax of 1102 20, or practi- u the bed of the river show a solid ledge be sent here as requested.
Lona Noble and Miss Staples.
>uet,
are taxed I
Mr and Mrs Ε. N. Haskell arrived cally 88 per cent of the whole,
Mrs.
Robinson.
an
The plan contemplates
tjottom.
Somebody must have a huge sense of Solo. "The IToly City," Congregational Choir.
to one owner.
her, from their wedding trip
sarth dam 45 feet high with a concrete humor, to send apples from Oregon into Quartet,
L 8. Seeelons.
Tenor Solo, "Two Cities,"
,>· eninir and were met at the tram oy
I
in
session
at
have
been
a
dam
selectmen
of
The
The expense
the Maine market! And yet they are Quartet, "When Power Divine."
:ore.
building
Choir.
Universalis!
friends with great cordiality, not to men- several days the past week, closing
increased
and
with
this point is very considerably
said to be here, wrapped
paper
Roses," Mrs. Harold Anderson.
tion enthusiasm and noise.
the year's business of the town, and t»y reason of the fact that the nearest j packed in boxes, and retailing at the Solo "Grass and
Wm. Horne.
me
the
to
Gates,"
Solo,
"Open
:
with their I railroad
Congregational Choir,
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The

of

Norway, Maine.

Now is the Time to Buy
Blanket Cheap,
I shall

give

10

per cent, otl*

on

all

„

a

Horse

WINTER

I have
BLANKETS to reduce my stock.
street blankets.
wool
in
trades
great

some

good

JAMES N. FAVOR, &087«0ΚΕβ
OX

Vfftino

TsTnln

/J?
CASTOR IA For Intuits and Chidreo. ^<ars
^ΙΓ
Jta KU Yn Hiii Alvajs Bought
the

"

ι

Avoidthe thin Ice

ITS

^trSSToxlûrt Democrat,

in a
Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and blood
the true
of
dose
occasional
An
health.
of
state
good
"L F." Atwood'· Bitten is all you need. They
tone up
strengthen the weakened organs and
of
a
condition
to
perfect
whole
the
system
^
health. Relieve constipation when all else
tents « bottle at your dealer's.
fails·

The Franklin Fire Insurance |
Company of Philadelphia.

have the facilities for

I

ASSETS DEC. SI, 1908.

handling

K.-tate,
Mortage Loan*
Collateral Loan·,
Keal

GRAIN

any other mill in

cheaper than

Call and get my
your self.

prices

town.

and convince

$ MO,000 00
46,235 00

none

731 OS
496 00

*2.701,379 66
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1908.
t 96,24380
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy Net Γ opal'I Loaaea
1,629,919 31
U nearned Premium·,
13,643 13
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock All other I-labllltles
400,000 00
Ca*h Capital
62
these
381368
Feed. I call your attention to
Surplua o»er all Liabilities,
two feeds as

they

and cannot be
I have

a car

Groa·» Λ Met1

have stood the test

Tout

surpassed.

44!

of Cotton Seed Meal

and get ray

sure

buying.

before

Hay

Sudden

j

The Rheumatic person is skeptical regarding the claims of almost any remedy
advertised as a cure fur Rheumatism and
one can scarcely blame him for being so.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

never

at his

Norway

office

tism.

over

but it is sure to break out somewhere
The only true way to cure Rheuelse.

C.

Eyes

Feb. 12th. entirely free from the trouble.

satisfactory.

ι

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

A

new

1

inert and harmless and drives it out of
It is composed of perfect
the system.
antidotes for the rheumatic acid poison
in the system, and the secret of its won-

derful

Lot

success

lies in the fact that it

HOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE.

Siate of Maine, and described a* follow*. to wit
The homestead farm of said Samuel 1>. K ind
containing 100 aeret more or 1e»e with building
thereon and the same conveyed to the »ald
Samuel D Rand uy Charles H. Kidder by war
ranty deed dated March 29th. 19U4, and recorded
wtth Oxford Registry of Deed», Book X, Hag»·
1β7, and where*» the condition of said mortgage
h»» t.een broken, now therefore, by reason ol
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of »ald mortgage
Dated at Dlxlleld, Malue, this 12th day ot
January, la09.
PRlNCt E. COJLCOMX
M

No. 380.—Charade.

the land with

When fair October crowns
colors bright and gay
And Indian summer bids the bird be jocund on Its way.
Earth Is not counted perfect. Its beauty
not er.ow.
Unless my ruddy first hangs low upon
the swaying bough.
So lift my next that holds your door

and se^k the orchard fair.
It will delight your gazing third, that
uondrous fruitage there.
Perhaps 'twill prove too tempting, though
to eat was not your aim.
I wacer as you take a bite in y last you
will exclaim.
On wintry nights heap In the grate my
fourth and watch It grow.
And as you eat niy crimson first you
will forpet the snow.
Dream of our own fair southern states

at

write for particulars.
MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

house

3tf

Call

or

clear and blue.
lovely southern stream, will

with rivers

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

My who:.e.

a

soon occur

to you.

—8t. Nicholas.

No. 381.—A Crowned Head.

My position In the world Is firmly

I wear a crown and
established.
thereby "cut u great swell," but If by
misfortune or accident 1 lose my crown
I am no longer a favorite with people.
They then throw me aside and accept
in my place one who always proves

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

false.

plumbing.

Key

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

ALMOST
AS

good

AS

Tribune, which is

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published uo Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
is a

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper yon may r>e kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.5<> per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

Large Stock of New

design shows how

may be constructcut from a square.
Amputations: 1.

»xplode.

No. 872.—Charade: Tack, ticks—tactics.
No. 373.—Rhymed Numerical Enigma: Key word, note: words as they
occur in the enigma, tone, on, ten, net,
note, not. one, ton, to, no.
No.,374.—Names of Presidents: Pillmore. Adams, Lincoln, Pierce, Roose-

Urgans.

Pianos and

th· Puzzler.

us.
2. Grated, rate, at.
3. Moment, omen, me. 4. Cringe, ring.
In.
No. 371.—Chauged Letters: Explore,

Crusty, rust,

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

s

to

The accompanying
the six pointed mar
ed from seven pieces
No. 370.—Double

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

Pianos

will

No. 369.—Star Puzzlç:

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

GOOD

me

Λ

Address,

velt.
No.

375.—Hidden River:
Sus-sex,
Que-bec. han-som. Na-tal—Susquehanna.

Organs.

No. 370—Anagram:
North Carolina.

The

state

of

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
buy for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.

C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

a

ache and the irregularities disappeared,
and I can now attend to business every
day, and recommend Foley's Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me

to

good

"I was so weak from kidney trouble that
I could hardly walk a hundred feet.
Four bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
cleared my complexion, cured my back-

trade in musical instruments.

W: «Γ. Wtieeler,
BUllnee BlOOk,

PLiEjASSj

after the doctors and other remedies
had failed." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Maine.

Soutli Paris,

Keep

When in want of

anything

in

only skin deep," quoted
the Wise Guy. "That's right," assured
the Simple Mug, "but we don't fully appreciate It until we see a girl whose nose
is beginning to peel."
"Beauty

MIND!

in uur lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

|

IH

BAT*

BUUBX· ΤΗ* ΠΘΗΤ ASiinT ΟΟΗβϋΜΡΤΙΟΗ ALL
A WD

DI-

OVBBTHS WOBLD.

HKCTI0N.

a

^Uëjrademark^BêL
mFr
Wf

According! to a report iaaued recently
LonThe centre of population in 1Θ00 *u bj the Local Government Board of
For 57 lone years, three
in the state of Indian·. In 17Θ0 the cen- don, the number of deaths from tuberdebaa
and
Scotland
in
generations,
culoma
of
Baltieast
milee
England
tre was twenty-three
one-third in the last 50 years,
more, in the state of Maryland, or virtu- creased by
falling from 54,918 in 1853 to 30,746 dur>
ally on the Atlantio shore Hoe.
Its migration has been slow and re- ing the past year, while the death-rate
more
markably uniform, both in rate and per 1000 of population has fallen
the
in directioo, says
Geographical than one-half, or from 29.8 to 11.6. In has been the stand-by of the
death-rate
the
Journal. It has hovered for 110 years Ireland, on the contrary,
family.
from American
along the thirty-ninth parallel of lati- per 1000 has Increased in 40 years attriTOUR blood
enrich
will
It
Newsbolme
Arthur
Dr.
24
to
27.
tude, and its total variation in latitude
In expelnature
from
in
the
assist
the
decrease
butes
demortality
and
of
one
has been leas than one-third
are
consumption in England to effeotive seg- ling all impurities from your
gree.
The westward movement has averaged regation and institutional treatment of
when you use
millers
the
body.
by
less than a degree in a decade, notwith- the advanced cases of the disease, which
ALWAYS THE BEST.
infection
of
centres
the
to
be
known
are
the
swift
flour.
this
occupation
incredibly
standing
SLOO
50c.
of a vacant continent by a movement of and spread of tuberculosis. The Irish 35c.
Their perfect system in milling is a guar·
WORMS
population westward. The Easterly po- medical authorities attribute thetoincrease
ALL
EXPELS
antee of its absolute cleanliness, wholea
comof
tuberculosis
sition of the oentre of population is in in the amount
some goodness and uniform quality. A
part due to the fact that the eastern bination of poor housing, insufficient
1
A baking or two will convince
part of the ooutinent was first settled and unnourishing food, bad sanitation,
The especially in the schools, and the large
and was settled from the East.
that no other could give
Machine
A
you
Shingle
easterly position of the centre of popu- Irish emigration.
you entire satisfaction.
more
to
the
is
also
due
Sale.
lation
for
evenly
Dr. Maurice Fishberg is authority for
distributed and more abundant resources the statement that the number of deaths
A Hall's Shingle Machine with
of the Eastern half of the United States. from tuberculosis among the Jews is
It should not be forgotten that the from one-third that observed among the wheel edger, wooden frame, eaw 33
geographical centre of the United Statee non-Jewish population around them and inches,
practically new and capable
the

TIME'S EUXIR

protected

You

—

of

cutting

from S to

10

thousand

WilliamTell

^/Flour

shingles a day, so says F. L. Willis,
a
practical mill man at West Paris.
Will be sold at

a

bargain

for cash

or

of Dr.
good
Ο. K. Yates, West Paris, Maine.
time note.

a

Enquire

4-fl

Are your

Kidneys sick ?

If you want to get well and stay well
you roust make the Kidney* well. The
the most important organs
do the most work and
consequence get out of order

Kidneys

are

in the body;
as

a

they

quickest.

You cannot run a

great piece

of ma-

chinery without attention of some kind.
Neither can you expect to have good
health if you fail to look after your Kid-

ney Machinery.
The blood passes through the Kidneys
thousands of times a day, as often as
of sugar
The National Commission on Country through the heart, and this is going on
quarter
hats.'
of salt; bake slowly, stirring often till
"
Life is studying the sanitary condition every minute of our lives.
haven't
afraid
I'm
got
you
'Well,
it begins to thicken; draw it out, add a what I'm
of the farmers, and will lay special emlooking for," he said.
If the Kidneys are well they filter just
"
cup of washed and cut dates, and bake
'If it's made of felt we have,' I as- phasis on tuberculosis in the rural dis- so much
blood, but if they are sick 01
without stirring, but occasionally lift sured him.
tricts.
from
the bottom and turn over all, whe
weak
"
any cause they leave the
'Well, then,' be said, 'let me have a
Consumption costs the United Statee
smooth and creamy let it stand and
in the blood, and this poison
felt want.1
poison
double
that
long,
200,000 lives of human being,
serve very
brown without touching;
"And if the boss hadn't been looking number of cows and live stock, and at poisons the ent're system.
cold.
and we'd had a good bonncer I'd have least one billion dollars in money every
When you consider their great work
fig tapioca.
given it to him."
year.
and the ease with which they become
Cook till clear three tablespoonfuls of
Her Logic.
Very few people use more than a deranged, can you wonder at ill-health
granulated tapioca In two cups of water
Anna Margaret had a great many toys, small percentage of their lung capacity, and sickness?
with a teaspoonfui of butter. Stir conand her mother thought she ought to a fact which tends to produce consumpCan you wonder at the alarming instantly. Chop fine half a pound of figs,
before Christ- tion, especially in school children.
add a cup of water, and oneof sugar; give some of them away
crease and prevalency of Kidney trouble?
Anna
children.
less fortunate
The negro mortality from tuberculosis
cook these till smooth and thick, and mas to
Bloodine cures all
Kidney, Liver,
was willing to part with the
in the United States is about 150 per
cool; mix with the tapioca, and add half Margaret
set of
the
cracked
and
trunk
broken
cent, greater than that of the white Bladder, and Blood Diseases.
Chill well, and
a teaspoonfui of vanilla.
diehes and the one-legged Teddy bear,
serve in glasses with a little whipped
people.
and a few other toys that were in the
cream on top.
Tuberculosis is much less common
Bloodine contains just the nourishBut when
same dilapidated condition.
SALMON CUTLETS.
it came to her pet baby doll, the one among coal miners than among other ment required by nursing mothers.
According to the
Drain and pipk up a small can of sal- that went to sleep with her every night, classe· of people.
United States census statistics, miners
mon; add sufficient thick white sauce to ehe rebelled. Mother assured her that
in the
Santa Clans would undoubtedly bring and quarrymen occupy third place
The greatest system tonic in the world.
make a paste; season well, ®P**4
scale of least tuberculosis mortality, only
out, and let It grow firm; cut into chop her another doll, even better; but she
immune.
more
andtarmers
bankers
being
shaie, dip in fine crumbs, egg, ana refused to be comforted.
"Mother," she wailed, "if God sent
Sick Kidneys are positively cured by
Dr. S. A. Knopf says, "A child precrumbs, and let it stand an boar: fej
she
would
another
Jessie
two at a time in deep fat; put a bit of Aunt
baby,
disposed to tuberculosis should not go to Bloodine.
her
She
Jean
each,
small
end
of
the
kept
away?"
give Baby
school before its eighth year."
parsley stem in
If run down, worn out, tire at least exI one.
Flies are spreaders of consumption,
ertion, Bloodine is just what you need.
FIG PUDDING.
the
from
about
A Musician.
the
germs
by carrying
Make a plain suet pudding, and add a
Jack London, the author, was intro- sick to the well.
as
a
steam
to
of
pint;
cup
chopped figs
Ε. W.
duced one day to a musician.
The recent death from tuberculosis of
I usual.
"I, too, am a musician in a small way," a three months' old baby in Newark, N.
ι
BICE SUPREME.
was
talent
musical
London said. "My
J., born to a woman who had been disBoil two tablespoonfuls of rice till once the means of saving my life."
charged from a sanatorium for marrying
asked.
musician
the
was
that?"
a
of
"How
a
tender and dry ; dissolve
<lu®'ter
a fellow patient shows what effect tuber"There was a great flood in our town cular environment will have. The father
box of gelatine in a small cap of water,
I will furnlih DOORS and WINDOWS of any
London.
in
let
it
the
hot
add
to
and
my boyhood," responded
rice;
died before the baby was born. The Size or Style at reasonable price®.
grow cold,
our
house
etruck
water
the
two
"When
my
of
fold in a cup
mother is dying.
whipped cream,
I tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar, va- father got on a bed and floated with the
The health authorities of Chicago are
was
rescued."
he
until
stream
of
and
a
chopped
tablespoonful
nilla,
to make the railroads elecendeavoring
the
musician.
said
a
"And
It
in
m
set
ket
you?"
,
preserved ginger,
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
"I accom- trify their lines within the city. It is
serve very cold with whipped cream.
"Well," said London,
work, send In vour orders. Pine Lum
argued that 12,000 pounds of soot per Outside
him on the piano."
panied
and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.
i>cr
POTATO AND OLIVE SALAD.
acre In a year are deposited in some porI
LA GRIPPE. tions of the city by the soft coal used.
Cut Into dice four good-sized boiled
increase
and Job Work.
Pneumonia often followe la grippe but The purification of the air and
potatoes, and add fifteen stoned olives,
cut into good-sized pieces, and two hard- never followe the use of Foley's Honey in sunlight secured by electrification
Matched IMnc Sheathing for Sale.
boiled eggs also cut up;
and Tar, for la grippe coughs and deep would materially lessen the amount of
but the tuberculosis.
Refuse any
salt, olive-oil and vinegar, and fold all seated colds.
«.
W.
together; set on ice for an hour; add genuine in the yellow package. F. A.
A Remarkable Winter for Birds.
half a cup of stiff mayonnaise; cover Shurtleff & Co.
Maine
West Sumner,
If the reporte that come io from many
with what is left, and put a few rings of
be
relied
can
of
New
with
upon
■ olives over tbe top.
the
England
we
"Can
parts
get
public's money
this baa been a remarkable winter for
this scheme?"
HAMBURG STEAK AND CARROT BALLS.
"Just like taking candy from the bird·. The breeding season of 1908 was
Cook Hamburg steak In one piece to baby."
15 veirs expert Watchunusually favorable for the birds in most
represent a porterhouse; when brown
"Then I pass. I can't stand it when sections and this bas resulted in increasmaker with
lav on a hot dish, and surround wlthliting their numbers. The fall was late
they put up a howl."
Kennard &Co , Boston.
balls
into
of
the
tle piles of cooked carrots cut
witb fine dry weatber, and
flights
with a potato-ball cutter; alternate with
maKe a noie uuw ιυ Itei my α vieaiu small birds came in numbers and etayed
All Work
piles of pease or small French-fried pota- Balm if you are troubled with nasal ca- long. The largest flight of woodcock
I toes.
tarrh, bay fever or cold in the head. It that has been Been for years went through
Quaranteed.
is purifying and soothing to the sensitive the New England States in November.
CHICKEN LOAF.
It Woodcock were plentiful for a few days
Cut up cooked chicken, and to a pint membrane that lines the air-passages.
A little out of the wa)
not to all along the Atlantic seaboard, as far
add a small cup of thick white sauce; is made to overcome the disease,
re- south at least as southern New England,
but it pays to walk.
Line a mould with bailed fool the patient by a short, deceptive
season well.
There is no cocaine nor mercury aud the flight extended well back into
rice, and while hot put the ohicken in; lief.
WATCHES. CLOCKS
in it. Do not be talked into taking a the interior. In southeastern New Eng GENS,
press well, cover with more rice and
Balm. All land most birds moved south very reAND JEWELRY.
bake in a pan of water half an hour; substitute for Ely's Cream
were
swallows
sell it. Price 50c. Mailed by luctantly. Bluebirds and
turn out, and surround with thickened druggists
With Dr. Parroenter, Norway, Maine.
New York. reported in Plymouth and Bristol Counchicken gravy or white sauce; or use to- Ely Bros.,56 Warren Street,
ties, Massachusetts, late in December,
mato sauce.
PltOBlTE NOTICE*.
Uncle Bob—Yes, my wife alius be- and a good many robins were seen up to
DAKKD HICK AND C1IEESE.
lieved in tyln' a string to her finger to the first week in January. The Carolina To all persons Interested In either of the k*tatc<
hereinafter named :
wren, whicb seems to bave invaded New
Boil half a cup of rice till it is tender; remember things.
At a Probate Court, held at Paria, In am!
Uncle Bill—She has one on her finger England in recent years; and which has for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday ol
have it rather wet; put it into a baking
extended its range even to Maine has Jan., In the year of our Lord ono thousam!
dish with layers of thinly sliced oheese, most of the time, I notice.
following mattei
Uncle Bob—Yes, ceptin1 when she has been reported In some localities this j nine hundred and nine.forThe
salt, pepper, and if you choose, a very
the action thereupoi
having been presented
little onion juice; have the cheese on eomethin' very pertikier to remember; winter. A few kingfishers were observed hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
then she leaves off the string an' when it where the streams were still open, and
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
top; bake till brown.
wild geese were reported late in Decem- teres te <1, by causing a copy of this order to lx
ain't there she remembers why.
COMI'OTE.
three weeks successively In the Ox
ORANGE
published
that
the
fact
ber.
Notwithstanding
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Peel small seedless oranges; dip each
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE.
many birds bave remained with us long- Paris, in said Countv, that they may appearat s
unusual numbers of cer- Probate Court to 6e held at said Paris or
one into syrup made of boile^, sugar and
The above is the name of a German er than usual,
at I
down from the third Tuesday of Feb.. ▲. D. 1909,there
water so stiff it will thread; pile up the
which is one of the many tain winter birds bave come
chemical,
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard
of
a
on
"lots
at
farmers
time
a
and
ono
the
dish,
glass
north,
report
cause.
oranges
on If they see
valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
small birds" in the fields and woods
and slowly pour over what is left of the
Hexamethylenetetramine is
Remedy.
Ah^Jah c· Wall, late of Paris, deceased; wll
serve
rarer
whiteare
well
of
the
all
Flocks
till
this
winter.
coated;
very
syrup
and petition for probate thereof presented by
recognized by medical text books and
cold with whipped cream around the authorities as a uric aoid solvent and aft- winged crossbill, pine siskins and red- Mary E. Hall, the executrix therein named.
are reported. Tree sparrows and
base.—Harper's Bazar.
Kllen W. Berals, late of Lovell, deceased:
tiseptic for the urine. Take Foley'· polls have
been seen in laige numbers. will and petition for probate thereof presente<l
as soon as you notice juncos
Remedy
Kidney
Wrinkles.
The season baa been so open in Massa- by Moses K. Bemls, the executor therein named
any irregularities, and avoid a serions chusetts that these birds bave found a
George F. Bartlctt, late of New Bedford
•'Corkscrew bread" is one of the camp- malady. P. A. Sburtleff & Co.
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, de
plentiful supply of weed seeds in the In
ers' delicacies, and there is no reason
ceased ; copy of will and peiltlon for probate
fields. Snowy owls are reported from ; thereof presented by Clarance II. Bartlett, one
The Kentucky colonel pointed with
why it should not be enjoyed on skating
the coast.
of the executors therein named.
picnics too. Make a paste of flour and extreme disgust at the man across the along
One correspondent from Maine claims
Joséphine Ε. Dudley, late of Woodstock
water, and a little shortening of butter street. Then he said: "There goes that
deceased; will and petition for probate thereoj
or lard, using the prescribed quantity of fellow
with a fifty pound sack to have seen that very rare bird the
presented by Ansel Dudley, the execntor there
Wax-wing. Maine ornithologists In
baking powder—two heaping teaspoon- of fionr ana I'll bet he hasn't a drop of bemian be
named.
on the lookout for this bird,
should
fuls to a qnart of the mixture. Make liquor in the house."
Catherine K. Severy, late of Dlxfield, de
for one is fortunate to get a sight of it in
the paste stiff enough to haudle easily—
ceased ; petition for the appointment of Byron C
that is rather stiffer than for biscuits
Walto or some other suitable person as admlnls
Bloodine, The World's Tonic, is the a lifetime. who lives in the
country trator of the estate of said deceased, presented
Everyone
baked in a pan.
best tonic and body builder. Free samAlvfch A. Walte, nephew.
in
winter.
It
is
the
birds
feed
by
Have a good bed of coals and the usual ple by mail fur 10c.
Address, The should
Sarah l>. Hawkins, late of Norway, de
very little trouble to keep a few pieces
two forked sticks to bold the cooking Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Frank
of suet or some beef bones, with shreds ceased: petition for the appointment ofsaid
utensils. Take a green stick an inch or
de
H. Beck as trustee of a fund left by
"You ought to .have more to say in of meat attached, tied up in the orobard ceased for the benefit of the First Universalis!
more in diameter, and wind the dough
and
as Parish of
of
oats
P.
8tll-i
reach
Moses
old-time
out
of
trees
the
said
by
the
dogs,
on
two
presented
the
ends
around it. Rest
your household,"
Norway,
food for the birds. We shall be well and Stephen B. Cummlngs, two of the trustee!
forked sticks, and turn frequently until friend.
of said fund.
brown and crisp on all sides. Pull out
"No," answered Mr. Cumrox. "The paid for our trouble by the destruction
Fannie Browa, formerly of Manon, a ward;
the stick, and the bread is ready for less I say, the less chance mother and of the inseot enemies of the trees. The final account
presented for allowance by J,
the girls have to oritiolse my grammar." birds attracted by the bait bung out will Hastings Bean, guardian.
eating.
the vicinity and while feeding a
frequent
B.
of
John
collars
Wood, of Andover, ward; account
The turn-over low-cut
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air part of the time on the animal food thus presented for allowance by Olney A. Burgess,
matinees and the
simpler dressing- passages, stops the irritation in the provided for them will spend the rest of guardian.
sacques are often very unbecoming, throat, soothes the inflamed membranes, the time hunting insects on the trees. A
Sarah D. Hawkins, late of Norway, de
especially to long thin necks. A simple and the most obstinate cough disappears. little chaff from the barn floor should be ceased;
second account of trustees of fund led
device for changing the whole appear- Sore and inflamed
benefit of the First Universalis! Parish ol
in
for
a
shed
or
some
and
under
healed
thrown
out
are
lungs
to
baste
a
naris
of
a
such
ance
Norway presented for allowance by Moses P.
garment
strengthened, and the cold is expelled sheltered place to provide food for the Stiles et als, trustees.
row lace edging just around the neck.
from the system. Refuse any but the seed-eating birds.
Rhoda S. Yate*, late of Paris, deceased;
The lace should be mounted on linen
genuine in the yellow package. F. A.
first acciunt presented for allowance by Jamca
Bird
tape which will also serve to keep the Sburtleff Λ Co.
S. Wright, executor.
nock binding clean. Several of these
Every legislature in New England is in Ida A. Barrell, late of Hartford, deceased;
little bands should be kept on band.
"Where do you work, my good man?" session this winter. Now is the time to first and final account presented for allowance
They are easily washed and do not reget legislation to protect those birds by Abner D. Howard, execotor.
"In a powder factory."
quire ironing.
wbioh are now in danger of exterminaAnael Bean, late of Waterford, deceased;
"Mercy! What a hazardous occupa- tion.
account presented for allowance by Albert
Among these are the wood duck, first
Knickerbockers of China silk, either tion."
B. Bean, administrator.
kildeer
the
the
plover
white or black, are much worn by peoupland plover,
"0, no, mum, 1 seldom meets any
Inmnir Messlons, lste of Woodstock, deple who wish to reduce the figure to its automobiles on my way to or from and the piping plover. These birds are ceased;
account presented for allowance by
smallest proportions. For summer wear work."
disappearing rapidly in all these states. A. Montfirst
Chase, administrator.
and
the
wood
The
duck
other
on
be
commended
upland
plover
are
to
they
Banlel B. Keene, late of 8umner, deceased ;
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Head- are now protected by a close season of first and final account presented for allowance
grounds. They are easily laundered,
five years in New York, New Hampshire by John H. Robinson, administrator.
and a good quality of China silk will aches, Biliousness, Dizziness,
and Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed by and Massachusetts. All uhooting of the
long ontwear cambric of any quality.
Fraak A. Kenlston, late of Lovell, dekildeer and the
plover should be ceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
Mas*.
A waistsoat worn for
by a The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston,
prohibited, as they are rapidly nearing estate presented by Bertha G. Kenlston, widow.
yonng woman who was something of a
extinction in the north from spring ana
ADDISON K. HÏRR1CK, Judge of said Court.

Jgr

ANSTED ft BURK COMPANY. Milkn,
Spriajf tlj, Ohio

For Sale

at Your

Grocer*·

N. D. Bolster & Co.

GOODYEAR
%

Best Pitting
AND

—

—

Best Wearing

Rubbers made.

W. 0.

Frothingham,
Paris.

South

HILLS,
Jeweler and

Graduate Optioian.

I

HPricesmOMGounty.
NORWAY, MAINE.

Also Window 4 Door Frames.

PNEUMOîÏÏaToLLÔWS

is

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright's Disase, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 50 cents a
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,
Boston, Mass.

)nly $1.50 for the Session.
of the new trolley line the LEW·
EVENING JOURNAL will
each the Kennebec towna from & to β
•'clock, nearly two hours before any
itber paper. Do not fail to order at once.

3y

use

STON

for persons not favore<l with s dally paper, t!.t
VEEKLY JOURNAL Is an Indispensable vli
tor. It presents In Its smple column· s full
a dlfttt
eport of all events In Maine, as well as
if every Important event throughout the worl·:
The management Is always on the lookout lor
mprovemcot, with Intention of making every
lumber more complete than any prelece·» r
The universal testimony la that It realize· lu
deal In all respects.
Send s postal for ssmple copies of either Issue.
LEWISTON JOURNAL COM l'A S Y

NOTICE.

a bill against
he town of Paris in any account,
please consider it your duty to pre·
lent it at once.
Selectmen of Paris.

AU persons who have

January,

1909.

STATE

or ΜΛΙΧΕ.

BOUNTY OF OXFORD, ββ.:
Γο the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Jul!
rial Court next to be hoMen tn Pari* within
and for the county of Ox font on the secon
Tuesday of March, A. 1). 190»
Kalsa I. Erlkion of Part·, In said OxfoM
bounty, wife of Erik Erlkson, teipectfully ret

reeents: that her maiden name was Kalsa I
Konan : that ehe was lawfully married to »al
Krlk Krlkson at »ald Parla on tne thirtieth dav
it December, A. D. 1902. that they lived together
is buabsnd and wife at aal<l Paris, In said Corn.
;v, from the time of Ihetr said Intermarriage un
til *ometlme In August, A. D. 1905· that your
libellant has always conducted herself towarl
1er said h'isband as a faithful, trne and affc<.
donate wife : that some time In August, A. D.
1905, the said Erik Erlkson deserted your lib*·
ant without cause snd went to parts unknown to
or
1er, alnce which time she has never seen
leard from him, or received fivn him any sup
to
residence Is unknown
your
port: that his
libellant and cannot be ascertained by rea»on
ible diligence : that there Is no collusion between
to ob
Cour libellant and the said Erik Erlkson
tain this divorce: that your libellant believe· It
ust and proper that the bondi of matrimony be
;ween her and her said husband should be >11»
wived by divorce: tbst there has t>een born t<
:hem by said Intermarriage two children, Mar.
ash aged Ave rears and Erik aged four yearWherefore *be prays that sncb divorce may 1*
iecreed, and that she may have the custody of
her said minor children.

January 12th, 1909.

I. ERIK80N.

Κ A ISA

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
day of January, A. D. 1909
WALTER L. GRAY,
Justice of the Peaoe

(skaï.)

Joi

Oxfoi»i>, as :
Supreme Judicial

mtv op

Statu or Maim

Conrt, In Vacation.
January 13, A. D. 1W09. )
Upon the Forp.ooing Libel, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said Erik

Rrikson, LHwllee. to appear before the Justice
it our Supreme Judicial Court, to be bolden at
Paris, within and for the County of Oxford, on
:he second Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1909, by pub
lsblng an attested copy of said MM, and th:<
jrder thereon, three weeks succesalvely In t!>e
)xford Democrat, a newspaper printed In I'ari·
In onr County of Oxford, the laat publication t■>
L>e 30 ilays at leaat prior to said second Tueadav
>f March, 1909, that bo may there an I then lr.
>ur said Court appear ami show cause, If an·
lie have, why the prayer of said Libelant shoui 1
not be granted.
GEO. E. KlHD,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
order of cour
libel
and
of
the
A true copy
thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk
Walter L. Gray, Atty. for Llbt.

Petition for

Discharge.

trtct Court of tne United States for the District

ruptcy

The

Filter

Dairy

and

Strainer

of the greatest Saniof the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

Is

one

tary inventions

W. WALKER & SON

A.

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonsell

to

towns

derful invention.

Willard M'f g Co.,
Lewiston,

flaine.
60

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

Bo-1

Dyspepsia

order to follow the diacuiaiona of the
m portant qaeations that will b« acted
ι poo, a aubacriptlon to the LEWISTON
SVENING JOURNAL la a necessity.
)ur apecial repreaentative, by extensive
tae of the telephone, will give our readire every evening the proceedings of the
ame day. witb interesting description*
if everything doing at the capitol. Price
ο

Τ l'LI A A. HORSE, of Sorway, In the Coun
J ty of Oxford, and Stile of Maine, In uM
District, respectfully represent· that on the 17th
lay of Oct., Hot past, she was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered all
ber property and rights of property, and has fully
i-ompUed with all the rci|ulrements of said Act*
and of the order· of Court touching her bank

Bigelow,

Legislation.

Legislature.

Mext Maine

)
HORNE,
J In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt )
Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dl·

....

Simpson

great intereet the work of the

Bankrupt's

CHANDLER,

I

People of Maine will watch with

In the matter of
JULIA A.

Planing, Sawing

I

i*he

12th

Builders' Finish !

I

JOURNAL

Glove Rubbers

CHAiKDLER,

Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
piping
skating
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
over
a
"Ever
shocked by talking
Floor Finish,
Maude—I wouldn't (or a million dolRoof Paints,
Tnrpentine telephoneget
sport was both comfortable and unique.
wire during a storm'."'
their breeding A true copy—Attest :
summer shooting on
was of chamois-skin, and the lars have a lot of men staring at me the
back
Brushes.
The
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
Filler,
Paints,
wife
I
called
Liqaid
once.
rounds.
Wagon
my
up
"Only
her
in
at
they stare,
Edythe
while she was house cleaning to say that fronts were made of two loons' breasts. way
Edwabd Howe Fobbush, Agent,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
suit.
The feather· lie so flat that the effect bathing
Condensed Statement of the
I'd bring a friend to dinner."
of Audubon
National Association
Frances (sweetly of course)—Isn't it
was less bulky than fur and quite as
wishes in Societies.
all
that
nice
Oxford
this
of
feather
your
sheen
respect
warm.
The
they
silvery
County P. of H. Mutual Fire
Paroid Booflng—The beet of all ruofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't I Foley's Orino Laxative cures constipation and liver trouble and makes the waistcoat, worn with a cutaway red coat, the matter.
A CURE FOR MISERY.
imitations.
Insurance Company.
try
bowels healthy and tegular. Orino is was most effeotive in the moonlight or
"I have found a cure for the misery •outli Pari·, Maine.
The kind that lasts.
Hoarse ooughs and stuffy colds that
make to order.
the ruddy blaze of the bonfires.
it
does
tablets
as
Screens—Wo
to'
and
by
Window
and
Doors
Screen
pills
superior
malaria poison produces," says R. M.
may develop into pneumonia over night
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1906.
A delicious aooompaniment for afterRegular sixes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened la. not gripe or nanseate. Why take anyJames of Louellen, S. C. "It's called
are quickly cured by Foley's Honey and
$ 005 79
Λ
F.
Cash In offloe and bank
▲.
Shurtleff
Co.
else?
thing
noon tea, or to be served with a green
and
comes in 50 cent
Electric
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Bitters,
1,083 99
Assessments unpaid,
Tar, and it soothes inflamed membranes,
at dinner, is a bread and butter
salad
breaks
a case of chilis or
bottles.
It
up
oold
the
heals the lungs, and expels
Women have clearer minds than men sandwich with a
cash
$1,72818
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
Grose
assets,
filling of cream cheese. from the system. F. A. Sburtleff A Co. a bilious attack in almost no time; and
LIABILITIES, DEC.81,1900.
Toast the sandwich, which should be
it puts yellow jaundice clean ont of comsell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the I anyhow.
Look
much
how
He—Naturally.
Tlephonea and Electrical 8npplies—We
'
on both sides, and serve very
tonic medicine and Losses unpaid............................$1,60000
This
mission."
thin,
very
great
is
a
what
guillotine?"
"Paw,
2,000 00
All other liabilities, contested claim
oftener they change them.
best for automobiles and telephones.
hot.
"It's an Instrument bearing some re- j blood purifier gives quick relief in all
and
liver
llablllttee.
Total
$8,600 CO
stomaob,
kidney complaints
What will you take for that Cough
By rubbing the hands with almond oil semblance to a shirt collar that has been | and
the misery of lame back. Sold under Premium notes subject to assessment, 1194,617 00
in
them
or four times to the laundry, Tom-,
three
and
and
French
chalk
amount
aa>
full
but
I
on
want
If
encasing
Balanoe
due
Bill?
I
don't
havcL
notee,
premium
It,
you
guarantee at F. ▲. Shurtleff à Co.'s leasable.
bad it I would take Bloodine Cough loose kid gloves upon retiring they may my, bat it !· much quicker and more
W.
store.
G.
Secretary.
14
PERHAH,
Q.
drug
mtrolfnl In Its operation."
be keft soft and reasonably whits.
Checker, » Sfio. bottle will our· you.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

EVENING

ON THIS

I

A Riddle.

my house wherever I go.
Pipe, Fittings, I carry
good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc
It Is hard as α bone and with
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
grow.
Answer.—The turtle.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of

A

JAM.

WMTWAM

teaf P°0Df,u.

Now. how could they make
others.
an equal division?

electric parses the door. Stable, hen
houses and a large garden with some
good bearing apple trees. A good

parties.

JMUJ

PUDDING WITH

UWIFOBM

LEWISTON

INSIST

"

full bottles of sarsaparilla, seven
half full bottles and seven empty bottles to be divided equally among
As the empty bottles were
them.
worth a cent apiece, it was also necessary that each man, besides receiving
the same amount of sarsaparilla, should
get the same number of bottles as the

Home for Sale.

trade to desirable

No. 379.—Division Puzzle.

seven

going

machine work and

oi

by
Harry—kept store together and on gois] ing out of partnership found they had

WHEREAS, Samuel D. Rand of Dlxfleld, In
from South Paris
On street
the count? of Oxford ami State of Maine, by
hl» mortgage deed dated the -lxth 'lay of May, to
Norway,
nearly
opposite fair
A. D. 1 Ait, an>t recorded In the Oxfont Registry
of Pee·!», Η υ. >k 28#. Page 5Λ3, conveyed to me the ground buildings. A good chance to
undersigned a certain parcel of Rea! Estate elt
Well watered,
uate In ulxûel'l. In the county of Oxford ami take a few boarders.

A

I'm house and lot.
An honor great, men strive for me,
Yet thero'e no home
So poor and wretched I'm not there
When'er you come.

men—Thomas, Richard and
Henry by name, but called familiarly
their nicknames of Tom, Dick and

procured by
No
bing promptly attended to.
Drug Co., 220 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N.
charge for team.
Y. Uric-0 is sold and personally recommended by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
L. M. Liongloy,
Maine.

In thin

MIGRATION

ABLT

Tnbercaloets Not··.

Popetetloo.

pint of soft white crumbs add
two cups of milk; let this stand half an
hour; add a quarter of a teaspoonfui of
salt and two tablespoonfuls of sugw and
the stiff whites of three eggs; put loto a
of miles west of
living in the same urban environment.
buttered dish and bake; add a layer of lies some hundreds
Mississippi River. The eastern half of Dr. Fishberg attributes this remarkable
raspberry jam and the beaten white ο the
country, therefore, embraces the vitality of the Jews, and their immunity
an egg mixed with a tablespoonful of
Atlantic lowlands, the prairies and the to sickness in general, to the fact that
return to the oven to brown,
sugar?and
Great Lake plains, the Gulf lowlands
serve hot or cold.
they have been for over 2,000 years
and the forests and minerals of the Apdwelling in the city and are thus able to
and
macaroni and peanuts.
mountains
Appalachian withstand more than their neighbors.
palachian
Boil the macaroni in salted water till plateaux. Over against these are the
As a means of checking tuberculosis in
of the West.
areas
mountainous
and
arid
holdvery tender; wash off the paste by
Certain areas will be reclaimed to in- the principal cities of Brazil, the sanitary
ing tbe dish under the cold water faucet
authorities of that country have institutand turning the pipes; put a layer of credible productiveness, and the mineral
ed a campaign involving the expenditure
macaroni into a buttered dish. add one wealth is vast; but the centre of popuof 11,250,000. The project includes the
of white sauce, and oneof finely chopped lation may be expected to remain perof
to the eastward of the geo- compulsory reporting of every case
saiiee
all
w.th
and
cover
manently
peanuts; repeat,
tuberculosis, the establishment of hosand sifted crumbs; bake till brown.
graphical centre of the land.
pitals, agricultural colonies, and sanispiced prunes.
Came Near Oettiag It.
tariums.
"I certainly had a queer customer
Keep the juice from spiced pears or
Nine deaths from tuberculosis were
peaches; wash some large prunes in to-day," said a salesman who works in a caused during the last year in the Dewarm water, and soak till the «tones can Louisville store that makes a specialty
partment of Finance of New York City,
be removed at the side; drop these into of felt goods. "A man came into the
due, it is claimed, largely to infection
the juice made hot, and gently simmer store and looked around like he knew from the books and
papers. After one
till the prunes are tender; remove, boil just what he was after, but couldn't see of the
in the· department
bookkeepers
down the juice till thick, and pour over it. I went up to him and asked him died
recently at his work from a hemorthe prunes. Serve with meat.
what he would have.
rhage caused by consumption, the city
'You keep all kinds of felt goods health authorities closed the office and
BICE AND DATE PUDDING.
here?1 he asked.
made a thorough fumigation of the books
Put two tablespoonfuls of rice into a
"
'Yes, eir, everything made in felt,' I and premises.
quart of milk; add two tablespoonfuls told
to
casement
'from
packing
him,
of a
and a

reeds;

Three

designed to cure Rheumatism only.
The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
I'ric-O is sold by druggists at 75c. and
oak woodwork for closets. No old il.00 the bottle.
A liberal sample may
goods. Call and see this line. Job- be
writing to the Smith

Norway,

BRKAD

To

[ AII1111
[

Uric-0
Friday,
seeks out the Rheumatic poison in the
examined free and all Glasses
blood, muscles and kidneys, renders it

warranted

baking dish, and pat

ePri°klin^'CVeDeat

I pleasure give when I am there.
Convenience, too. for without me
Outside you could not so nor see.
—Youth's Companion.

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,
matism is to drive it from the system,
for as long as the Uric and Rheumatic
19th,
Feb.
Friday,
Acid remains in the blood, one is never
lOA. M. to 4 P. M.
At Rumford,

a

PUDDINO.

elicoe of breed on the bottomlead sides,
lay on thi· «liées of American cheese,
Mlt well, and add a
and a tiny bit of baking soda, repeat
till tbe dish ia fall, with cbeeee °ntoP'
to just cover, and set »n a
empires. All articles possess me—con- pour oo milk
hot oven for about half au hour or outil
also
birds;
fish,
rivers,
Islands,
tinents,
the dieh pufla and brown·; serve at once.
sunshine and rain, although I belong
life
the
to
PLANKED STKAK.
essential
to neither. I am
Get an oblong grooved oak pink\ lay
of all things, ever accompanying wisa
dom and thrift, and yet have birth in on it a ateak, cut thick, and put in
of a roaeting pan, baste witû
idleness and icmorance. No one ever oven on top
* little butter: when brown take it out
lived or died without me. Despite all,
dis- and salt; surround with pilee of
and
In
found
humility
I
am
last
at
and potato ball», and add
vilest criminals. carroti, pease
grace. hiding with the
paraley. Lay the plank on a hot platter,
What am I?
and serve.

IL
I'm In your body, and your mind
Is found In me, of special kind.
I'm In your house, and, round

plasters and liniments combined
actually cured a case of Rheuma-J
They may relievo it in one quarter J

All the

Oculist,
Will be

Batter

square,

Parl3

We8t

Failure and

Are Caused by Poisonous
Uric and Rheumatic Adds.

South Paris.

j

τ*Γ,·11α
Mills,

Heart

|

Paralysis

A. C. Maxim,
ίτν__Λ
Two

Deaths.

CHEESE

Tou had me, and you grave me up
*
The while you slept.
I'm always free. yet. shame to say,
I'm sometimes bought.
I'm mad* of leather, stone, wood,

$2.701,379
LlabiUtiea and >urp!ue,
WM. J. WHEELEK Λ CO., Agenta,
South Parle, Maine.

making Rheumatism Cannot be Cured
Unless Uric-0 is Used.
prices on

No. 377.—A Riddle.
I cSQQot walk, hear nor talk. Without me uu being would ever have had
exisleuce. 1 am lu everything and yet
In nothing at all. I exist in fire, in the
air and in the billows of the ocean. I
am found in all cities, kingdoms and

No. 378.—Riddles.
I.
I'm taken every day, and yet
I'm never kept.

66

that is odd weight, so am
the price low to cut it ort.
Be

TmxU,

ho^

none

2,*ι6,·235 00
101,614 Κ
144,078 6»

Stock· and Bond»
Caab In Office and Bank,
Λ trente' Balance»
BMa Receivable,
Interest and Rente,
All otûer Asset*.

South

Me

Recipes.

35

To Me Horse and Daim Men!

Centre of

HOMEM AXEES1 COLUMN.

Devions
Copyright· Ac.

may
A rone «enrilnf
deeerlptlon
whether an
quickly ascertain
Inrontlon I» probably patentable. Communie»·
tlonaetrictlycontidentlal. HANDBOOK oe Patent·
•ont free, oldest ncency for «ecuring patent·.
Patent· taken throuch ilunn & Co. rtMlTI
ijttialnotice, without charge, In the
a eketeh and
our opinion free

η

Scientific jfmciKait.

A h»nd»omcly Illustrated weekly. I-arrart circulation of any scientific Journal. Term·, Is a
year: four month·, |L Sold by all newsdealer·.

Wherefore she pray·, That ehe may be deer»·*·!

by the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against her estate under sal
such debts as are ex
bankruptcy Act», except
:epted by law from such discharge.
bated this 8th day of Januarv, A. D. 1909.
JULIA A. HORSE, Bankrupt
Order of Notice Thereon.
DixTiucT of Maine, ss.
On this leth dav of Jan A. D. 1909, on reading
the foregoing petition, it Is
ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha I
upon the same on the 9th dav of Feb., Α. I»
1909, before s*ld Court at Portland, In said IV..
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: ami that no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxfonl Deno
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, ai-d
(bat all known creditor·, and other peraon· In
Interest, may appear at the Mid time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
praverof said petitioner should not be granted.
And U Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall semi by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad
Ire Heed to thein at their place· of residence a*
it a ted.
Witness, the Hon. clarence Hale, Jud*?
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 16th day of Jan
A. D. 1909.
J AMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
[L. e.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

the matter of
)
THOMAS E. WESTLRIGH, \ In Bankruptcy
In

Bankrupt. )

To the Hon. Clasence Halk, Judge of u«
District Court of the United States for tne
District of Maine:
E. WESTLEIGH, of Mason, In tne
County of Oxford, and state of Maine, la
said District, respectfully represents, that on the
llih day of July, last past, be was duly a !
judged bankrupt under the Act· of Congre»*
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur
rendered all his property and rights of propert y
with all the requirement·
and hait fully
of said Acta and of the order· of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray·, that he may be decreed
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
lebts provable against his estate under sal t
bankruptcy Acts, except su< h debts as arc ex
x'ptcd by law from such discharge.
Dated this 17th day of ixvemher. Α. Γ». 190*.
THOMAS E. WESTLEIGH, Bankmpt.

THOMAS

complied

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

District op Maine, as.
On this 16th day of Jan., A. D. 1909, on read
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 5th day of Feb A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said Dl·
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
sotlce thereof be published In The Oxfonl Dem
icrat, a newspaper printed In aald District, and
that all known creditor», ami other persons In
Interect, may appear at the said time and plac,
ind show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted
And it U further Ordered
the Court, that the
Slerk shall send by mall to all known creditor!·
•oplea of «aid petition and thla order, address* I
λ them at their places of residence a· stated.
Witness the Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge
>f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortAnd, In aald District, on the 16tli day of Jan
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
IL.·.]
▲ true copy of petition and order thereon.

by

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

A LOW PRICE

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings s,;L

&

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

IÇIcanaea and btantlfl*· tb· ball:

'■V/VV?

I Promote· a luxuriant powth.
I Never Falls to Uaatora α ray
I Hair to lta Tout—
I Cura scalp dictate· L

^Ocja^^UW·^

—

Wool
ο

OK

—

Carpets

clone out odd pattern»

and clean

ip stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

FOIEYSHONEMAP |

